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Preface
The United States Department of Energy is funding the management and operational costs of the Ocean
Energy System (OES) Annex V Workshops and the United States is serving as the Operating Agent for
Annex V. Each of the participating countries is independently funding their activities in the Annex. Annex
V workshops are managed and administered under the sponsorship of the Ocean Energy Systems
Executive Committee by:
•
•
•

Alison LaBonte, U.S. member to the OES Agreement, U.S. Department of Energy,
Robert Thresher, U.S. alternate member to the OES Agreement, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory
Samantha Rooney, administrative support, National Renewable Energy Laboratory

The Workshop Sponsors and Host
The work was sponsored jointly by the Ocean Energy Systems Agreement of the International Energy
Agency under Annex V, and by WavEC Offshore Renewables in Lisbon, Portugal.
The local meeting host was Ana Brito Melo of WavEC and the workshop was held at the Electricity
Museum in Lisbon, Portugal, on February 5-6, 2015.
Disclaimer:
Ocean Energy Systems (OES), also known as the Implementing Agreement on
Ocean Energy Systems, functions within a framework created by the
International Energy Agency (IEA). Views, findings, and publications of the OES
do not necessarily represent the views or policies of the IEA Secretariat or its
individual member countries.
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Executive Summary
The Ocean Energy Systems (OES) Agreement of the International Energy Agency (IEA) cohosted the third
workshop in this series of workshops on “Design for Reliability of Wave and Current Marine Energy
Converters.” The workshop was locally hosted by WavEC – Offshore Renewables of Portugal and was
held on February 5–6, 2015 at the Electricity Museum in Lisbon, Portugal. There were 22 participants
from 7 countries that gave 13 presentations on research into the reliability of ocean energy converters.
The participants also considered six fundamental questions on the reliability of ocean energy converters
and discussed how the reliability of these devices could be improved. The workshop presentation and a
summary of the discussion will be published by the OES later this year. The six questions addressed by
the participants with short summary answers follows.

1. What are the most prevalent system reliability and maintainability issues today?

Answer: The “in-water” operational hours for both tidal and wave devices are few making any
answer speculative. However, for tidal turbines small problems have caused large down times.
For both wave and tidal devices, problems have been observed, but the root causes are not well
documented in the public domain.

2. Are there currently satisfactory measurements of system availability and reliability?

Answer: Standard measures of reliability, such as availability and mean time between failures
are sufficient, but there are no publically available data on failures or failure conditions that can
be analyzed to guide improvement research efforts.

3. Do we have sufficient measures of system and component failures and their causes?

Answer: There are failure databases that provide generic failure information for specific
components and some subsystems; however, the data is not for the appropriate loading
conditions or taken under the right environmental conditions. There are also anecdotal system
failures reported on various news media websites, but there is insufficient context and details to
make defensible inferences from this information. Ocean energy technologies need life testing
under measured ocean operational loading and environmental conditions followed up with an
analysis of the root causes of the failures.

4. What are the most important factors in design and in operation for achieving high system
reliability and availability?

Answer: At the current stage of development of ocean energy technology, the best way to ensure
high reliability is to develop a conservative design that employs “low complexity systems with
high factors of safety, redundant components, buying components from the best manufactures
with the most experience, understanding all life-cycle load conditions, and testing the critical
systems where possible.”

5. Are existing marine reliability standards and recommended practices sufficient for marine
energy?
Answer: There was a clear consensus among the participants that existing standards are
insufficient. In particular, more research is needed to gain the in-depth knowledge that will be
needed to develop standards that facilitate “both high reliability and low cost.” Guidelines
specific to wave and tidal energy may be a helpful predecessor to standard development.

6. Are there other important reliability challenges that need to be addressed, how, and why?
Answers:
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o Encourage and support additional research into reliability and generate data that can be
released in the public domain in database form.
o Establish a reliability database in the public domain, even if some of the details must be
protected due to IP considerations. It is important to engage all stakeholders in reliability
discussions: developers, utilities, financiers, and owners; as well as to avoid duplicate efforts
creating a database. Promote awareness within the MHK industry of future reliability
projects.
o Establish archeological research project to explore past failures with organizations and
companies that have experienced them. Where possible, determine the causes of the failures
and document them to the degree possible. It is important to capture this existing experience
in some form so that others will not repeat the same mistakes. It is also important to
separate out technology failures from possible management mistakes and not to confuse
these two possible causes for company failures.
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About the Ocean Energy Systems (OES)

The Ocean Energy Systems (OES) Implementing Agreement is an intergovernmental collaboration
between 22 countries represented by specialists from government departments, energy agencies,
research agencies, and academia. The mission of OES is to advance research, development, and
demonstration of technologies to harness energy from all forms of ocean renewable resources through
international cooperation and information exchange. Ocean energy resources include tides, waves,
currents, temperature gradient (ocean thermal energy conversion and submarine geothermal energy),
and salinity gradient for electricity generation and desalination. The OES covers all forms of energy
generation in which seawater forms the motive power through its physical and chemical properties. It
does not cover offshore wind generation because seawater is not the motive power (offshore wind is
covered by the Wind Energy Implementing Agreement).
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The OES international cooperation facilitates:
 Securing access to advanced research and development (R&D) teams in the participating
countries
 Developing a harmonized set of measures and protocols for the testing of prototypes
 Reducing national costs by collaborating internationally
 Creating valuable international contracts between government, industry, and science.
The OES Executive Committee (ExCo) is continuing to develop a suite of information dissemination tools
that will assist the OES in becoming a leading international authority on ocean energy. Ocean energy is
an emerging technology area that will benefit from the existence of the international collaboration
mechanism offered under the Implementing Agreement contract.

OES Annex V: Exchange and Assessment of Ocean Energy Information
Annex V Scope

The OES Annex V will facilitate the exchange and assessment of ocean energy project information and
experience from participating member countries to foster a better understanding and accelerate the
development of ocean energy technologies. At this nascent stage of ocean energy development, there
are many different configurations for marine energy converters and each has advantages and
disadvantages. In addition, there are many competing approaches for modeling and testing these
devices individually or in arrays at both subscale and full size. However, there are no generally accepted
methodologies for design and cost analysis of these ocean energy converters. The sharing of project
data and computational assessment methods will allow the participants to determine the most
promising approaches for analysis, design, testing, cost estimation, and operation of these devices
based on the collective experience of the group. This will also facilitate an understanding of the current
state of the ocean energy industry worldwide and will help manufacturers determine the expected
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performance of a device, and ultimately, whether or not a particular device configuration has the
potential to achieve competitive cost of electricity (COE) as new systems evolve.
The primary purpose of Annex V is to conduct exchange workshops to present project information,
experience, and data to the participating members. Where feasible, workshop participants will also
integrate the resulting information into computational models to assess system performance, reliability
and costs, resource characterization, and hydrodynamic interaction between the ocean resource and
devices individually and in arrays. Three or four workshops will be conducted over approximately 36
months. This annex will compile as much usable data as possible to provide participating countries with
a consistent and measurable means for rapid optimization of ocean energy production.

Annex V Objectives and Expected Results

The overarching objective of the annex is to accelerate the development and deployment of ocean
energy technology through a multi-country exchange of available ocean project information and
experience to allow the participants to understand the current state of knowledge in the field, and to
develop a consistent method of assessing the performance and cost of ocean energy conversion
systems. The primary focus of these efforts will be to develop an assessment of the fundamental
knowledge in the following four topical areas of direct interest to the ocean energy community:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Methods for estimating and verifying the ocean energy resources and characteristics,
including instrumentation types and deployment methods to capture resource data
Methods for modeling the interaction of ocean energy devices with the resource and
verifying the results
Methods for modeling and experimentally verifying energy capture, power system
efficiency, and the resulting loads including extreme loads, from the interaction of the
device and the resource
Methods for estimating and validating the cost and performance for ocean energy device
arrays, including component, subsystem, and the electrical cable and supporting
installation, operation, and maintenance, to enable assessment of the total cost of
electricity.

The Annex V Approach and Methodology

Clearly, the challenges of assessing this broad ocean energy knowledge base and the modeling and
testing capabilities for ocean energy conversion devices are significant. The success of this effort relies
on a thorough understanding of the resource characteristics, the fluid-device interaction, and the
mechanical conversion of the captured energy to electricity. These challenges are certainly difficult for
the device designer, but are many times more difficult for government agencies and potential private
investors as they attempt to compare and contrast one device to another, both to project the role that
ocean energy may assume in their portfolios and to choose from among the designs for the best
alternative for a particular site. The products of this annex will provide a basis for selection and
investment in the most promising technologies and device designs.
The Annex V workshops will facilitate the presentation of publically funded project information
including: designs methods, modeling methods and results, experimental designs and testing results,
specific costing studies, and environmental studies and experiments. Generally, any publically funded
ocean energy project should be considered for presentation at one of the workshops. The resulting
information will be included in the assessment of the knowledge base for ocean energy. Each workshop
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will be documented by a report that contains the workshop presentations, a summary of the
discussions, and any resulting conclusions. These reports will be made available to annex participants,
but these working documents will not be released to the public or any nonparticipants. The compilation
of data, excepting proprietary data excluded by the developer of the subject devices, will be made
available to participating developers. Additional information on the overall work program and objects
for Annex V and reports from previous workshops can be found on the Ocean Energy Systems website at
www.ocean-energy-systems.org.

Goal of the Workshop
The goal of the February 2015 workshop in Portugal was to allow marine energy converter (MEC)
designers to exchange information and share knowledge on device analysis and design methods for
ensuring survivability, structural integrity, and fully operational power generation between scheduled
maintenance events. The workshop sponsors invited presentations from the international MEC
community on the following reliability related topics:
• Example applications of design methods for reliability and survivability for MECs
• Risk management and technical risk assessment techniques and methods applied to MECs
• Methods and example applications of failure modes and effects analysis applied to MECs to enhance
maintainability, reliability, and survivability
• Design guidance and procedures for maintainability, repair avoidance, maintenance cycle extension,
maintenance scheduling, and unscheduled maintenance event reduction.
• Example sets of design load cases and methods to design for survival under high load operating and
extreme environmental conditions
• Designing for fatigue under both operating conditions and extreme environmental conditions
• Methods for assessing natural frequencies and modal response under operating and extreme
conditions
• Guidance and example applications of corrosion prevention, including material selection, coatings,
cathodic protection, and active corrosion prevention systems
• Biological interaction control and prevention to increase reliability and survivability
• Safety factors selection for high reliability under operational and survival conditions
• Preventative maintenance strategies and methods.

Expected Workshop Outcomes
The workshop was planned as a 1.5 day event to allow sufficient time for thorough (about 30 minute)
presentations by the speakers with time to answer questions. Following the presentations, there was a
period for an extended discussion and development of recommendations for possible follow-on
activities. The questions discussed included:
1. What appears to be the most prevalent system reliability and maintainability issues today?
2. Are there currently satisfactory measurements of system availability and reliability?
3. Do we have sufficient measures of system and component failures and their causes?
4. What are the most important factors in design and in operation for achieving high system reliability
and availability?
5. Are existing marine reliability standards and recommended practices sufficient for marine energy?
6. Are there other important reliability challenges that need to be addressed, how, and why?
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Agenda for Ocean Energy Systems Workshop III
Designing for Reliability of Wave and Current Marine Energy Converters
Av. Brasilia, 1300-598 Lisboa, Portugal
Day 1 – Reliability Workshop
Time

Presenter
Topics
Bob Thresher, National
Introductions, Workshop Logistics, Process, and
Renewable Energy Laboratory
Objectives
9:00 – 9:15 am
(NREL) – USA
Ana Brito e Melo, WavEC Portugal
1. Lessons from Wind Energy
Daniel Laird, Sandia National
Lessons Learned from the SNL Wind Energy Reliability
9:15 – 10:15 am
Laboratories (SNL) – USA
Database
Kyong-Hwan Kim, KRISO –
A Design Method on Floating Wave-Offshore Wind
10:15 – 10:45 am
Korea
Hybrid Power Generation System
10:45 – 11:15
Robert Thresher, NREL – USA
Some Reliability Lessons from Wind Energy
11:15 – 11:30 am
Break
2. Design and Analysis Methods for Reliability
Marco Alves, WavEC –
Integrating Reliability and Uncertainty Analysis in
10:30 – 12:00 am
Portugal
Techno-Economic Models
Par Johannesson, SP Research
Variation Mode and Effect Analysis for Ocean Energy
12:00 – 12:30 pm
Inst. – Sweden
Applications
12:30 – 2:00 pm
Lunch and Open Discussion
Sam Weller, Exeter University – Reliability Design Tools for Ocean Energy Arrays
2:00 – 2:30 pm
UK
Daniel Honfi, SP Research Inst. Case Studies on Reliability Analyses with VMEA Method
2:30 – 3:00 pm
– Sweden
Vicenzo Nava, TECNALIA –
Standard-Compatible Robust Design Methods for
3:00 – 3:30 pm
Spain
Floating Marine Energy Converters (MECs)
Pauline Laporte Weywada,
Validation of Loads and Structural Calculations for Ocean
3:30 – 4:00 pm
DNV-GL - Portugal
converters
Anders Goude, Uppsala
Dynamics Loads on a Cross Flow Turbine During Loss of
4:00 – 4:30 pm
University – Sweden
Utility Conditions
4:30 – 4:45 pm
Break
4:45 – 5:30 pm
Short Discussion Session and Adjourn
Day 2 – Reliability Workshop
3. Selected Topics in Reliability
Emiliano Pinori, SP Research
Biofouling, Corrosion, and Material Selection
9:00 – 9:30 am
Inst. – Sweden
David Snowberg, NREL – USA
MHK Technology Development Risk Management
9:30 – 10:00 am
Framework
Claudio Bittencourt, DNV-GL –
Plans for Research on Reliability of Power Take-Off of
10:00 – 10:30 am
United Kingdom
Tidal Energy Converter
10:30 – 10:45 am
Break
10:45 – 12:30 pm
Final Discussion Session and Adjourn Workshop
12:30 – 2:00 pm
Lunch and Open Discussion
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Workshop Summary
Attendance and Participation in the Workshop

The workshop was attended by a total of 22 participants from 7 different countries. Over the 2 day
workshop, there were 13 presentations given on research into the reliability of ocean energy converters.
All of the workshop presentations are included in Appendix 2.

List of Attendees
Participant

Organization

E-mail

Role

Alves, Marco

WavEC, Portugal

alex@wavec.org

Speaker

Bracchi, Sandro

K.I. Energy, Italy

sandro.bracchi@italybs.it

Observer

Bittencourt
Ferreira,
Claudio
Falcão,
António
Ferreira, Diogo

DNV-GL

Claudio.Bittencourt.Ferreira@
dnvgl.com

Speaker

IST & OES
Alternate
IST Researcher
Portugal
Uppsala,
University
Sweden
IST – Post Doc
Researcher
Portugal
SP Technical
Research Institute
SP Technical
Research Institute

falcao@hidro1.ist.utl.pt

Observer

Goude, Anders

Henriques,
João
Honfi, Daniel
Johannesson,
Par

Observer

anders.goude@angstrom.u
u.se

Speaker

Observer

Daniel.Honfi@sp.se

Speaker

Par.Johannesson@sp.se

Speaker

Kim, KyongHwan

KRISO, Korea

kkim@kriso.re.kr

Speaker

Laird, Daniel

SNL, U.S.

dllaird@sandia.gov

Speaker

Nava, Vincenzo

TECNALIA

vincenzo.nava@tecnalia.co
m

Speaker

Park, Sewan

KRISO, Korea

sewanpark@kriso.re.kr

Observer

Pinori,
Emiliano

SP Technical
Research Institute

Emiliano.Pinori@sp.se

Speaker
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Presentation
Integrating reliability and
uncertainty analysis in technoeconomic models
Participate in discussion
sessions
Plans for research on reliability
of power take-off of tidal
energy converter
Participate in discussion
sessions
Participate in discussion
sessions
Dynamics loads on a cross flow
turbine during loss of utility
conditions
Participate in discussion
sessions
Case studies on reliability
analyses with VMEA method
Variation Mode and Effect
Analysis for Ocean Energy
Applications
A Design Method on Floating
Wave-Offshore Wind Hybrid
Power Generation System
Lessons Learned from the SNL
Wind Energy Reliability
Database
Standard-Compatible Robust
Design Methods for Floating
Marine Energy Converters
(MECs)
Participate in discussion
sessions
Presentation on biofouling,
corrosion, and material
selection

Participant

Organization

E-mail

Role

Presentation

Snowberg, David

NREL,USA

David.Snowberg@nrel.gov

Speaker

MHK Technology
Development Risk
Management Framework

Stromstedt,
Erland

erland.stromstedt@angstrom.uu.se

Observer

Participate in discussion
sessions

Thresher, Robert

Uppsala
University,
Sweden
NREL, USA

Robert.Thresher@nrel.gov

Facilitate
/Speaker

Some Reliability Lessons
from Wind Energy

Weller, Sam

U. of Exeter, UK

S.Weller@exeter.ac.uk

Speaker

Weywada,
Pauline Laporte

DNV-GL

pauline.weywada@dnvgl.com

Speaker

Reliability Design Tools
for Ocean Energy Arrays
Validation of Loads and
Structural Calculations for
Ocean converters

OES Annex V Workshop III Participants and Speakers on Reliability of Ocean Energy Systems
List of Speakers and Titles of Presentations at OES Workshop III
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Workshop Presentation Topics

,

,
,
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Overall Workshop Conclusions

The IEA OES implementing agreement currently comprises 22 member countries from five continents,
represented by specialists from government departments, energy agencies, research agencies, and
academia. The mission of Annex V—The Exchange and Assessment of Ocean Energy Device Project
Information and Experience—is to accelerate ocean energy device project development by promoting
the sharing, interchange, evaluation, and compilation of information from participating member
countries. Annex V’s operating agent is NREL Research Fellow, Robert Thresher, acting on behalf of the
U.S. Department of Energy.
As ocean energy technology is developed, a necessary consideration for the design and cost-effective
commercial operation is the reliability of the devices to operate for extended periods of time under
harsh marine conditions. Reliability of the devices must be considered early in the design phase in order
to significantly impact both the initial capitalization and the long life operation and maintenance costs,
especially as it relates to the labor required to ensure continuous and appreciable energy production
over a wide range of environmental conditions.
Thresher facilitated the third in a series of workshops sponsored by the OES Annex V on “Design for
Reliability of Wave and Current Marine Energy Converters.” The workshop was hosted by the WavEC –
Offshore Renewables of Portugal and was held on February 5-6, 2015, at the Electricity Museum in
Lisbon, Portugal. There were 22 participants from 7 countries who gave 13 presentations on research
into the reliability of ocean energy converters. The table provided below lists the names of the
presenters and the title of each presentation. Previous workshop reports are available at
http://www.ocean-energy-systems.org/about-oes/work-programme/annex-v-project-information/
The participants also considered and discussed six fundamental questions on reliability of ocean energy
converters and addressed how the reliability of these devices could be improved. The workshop
presentation and a summary of the discussion will be published by the OES later this year. The six
questions addressed by the participants with short summary answers follow.
1. What appears to be the most prevalent system reliability and maintainability issues today?
Answer: The “in-water” operational hours for both tidal and wave devices are few, making any
answer speculative. However, for tidal turbines, small problems have caused large down times.
For both wave and tidal devices, problems have been observed, but the root causes are not well
documented in the public domain.
2. Are there currently satisfactory measurements of system availability and reliability?
Answer: Standard measures of reliability, such as availability and mean time between failures
are sufficient, but there are no publically available data on failures or failure conditions that can
be analyzed to guide improvement research efforts.
3. Do we have sufficient measures of system and component failures and their causes?
Answer: There are failure databases that provide generic failure information for specific
components and some subsystems; however, the data is not for the appropriate loading
conditions or taken under the right environmental conditions. There are also anecdotal system
failures reported on various news media websites, but there is insufficient context and details to
make defensible inferences from this information. Ocean energy technologies need to be tested
under measured ocean operational loading and environmental conditions followed up with an
analysis of the root causes for the failures.
4. What are the most important factors in design and in operation for achieving high system reliability
and availability?
13

5.

6.

Answer: At the current stage of development of ocean energy technology, the best way to ensure
high reliability is to develop a conservative design that employs “low complexity systems with
high factors of safety, redundant components, buying from the best manufactures with the most
experience, understanding all life-cycle load conditions, and testing the critical systems where
possible.”
Are existing marine reliability standards and recommended practices sufficient for marine energy?
Answer: There was a clear consensus among the participants that existing standards are
insufficient. In particular, more research is needed to gain the in-depth knowledge needed to
develop standards that facilitate “both high reliability and low cost.” Guidelines specific to wave
and tidal energy may be a helpful predecessor to standard development.
Are there other important reliability challenges that need to be addressed, how, and why?
Answers:
o Encourage and support additional research into reliability and generate data that can be
released in the public domain in database form.
o Establish a reliability database in the public domain, even if some of the details must be
protected due to IP considerations. It is important to engage all stakeholders in reliability
discussions: developers, utilities, financiers, and owners; as well as to avoid duplicate efforts
creating a database. Promote awareness within the MHK industry of future reliability
projects.
o Establish an archeological research project to explore past failures with organizations and
companies that have experienced them. Where possible determine the causes of the failures
and document them to the degree possible. It is important to capture this existing experience
in some form, so that others will not repeat the same mistakes. It is also important to
separate out technology failures from possible management mistakes and not to confuse
these two possible causes for company failures.
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Appendix 1: The Operating Agent and Organizer of the Workshop
For additional information you may contact the workshop organizer:
Bob Thresher
NREL Research Fellow
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
15013 Denver West Parkway
Golden CO 80401-3393
Robert.Thresher@nrel.gov

303-384-6922
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Appendix 2: Workshop Presentations
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Who is OES?

Multilateral Technology
Technolog
ologg Initiatives
Renewable Energies:
Ocean Energy Systems (OES)
Wind Energy Systems
Solar Heating and Cooling
Bioenergy
Geothermal
Hydrogen
Hydropower
SolarPACES
Photovoltaic Power Systems
RE Technology Deployment

Implementing Agreement on
Ocean Energy Systems
Ana Brito e Melo
Executive Secretary

OES Vision

The Role of the OES
Connect

Inspire

Educate

Facilitate

Intergovernmental collaboration between
countries
Operating under a framework established
by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in
Paris.

VISION
“As the authoritative international voi
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we collaborate internationally to accelerate the
viability, uptake and acceptance of ocean energy
systems in an environmentally acceptable manner.”

(Credit: NOAA)
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Six Main Sources of Ocean Energy
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Work Program - Annexes

Members and Observers

Annexes
I

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Dissemination
Leader: WavEC, Portugal

II

Guidelines for Testing
Leader: Ramboll, Denmark

III Grid Integration
Leader: Powertech Labs, Canada

IV Environmental Effects
Leader: DOE, USA

V Device Performance
Leader: DOE, USA

Member countries (23)
Countries invited to join (9) + EC
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Ongoing Short Duration Projects

World Web Gis Database
Marine Energy Facilities
Resources
Distance to coast
Bathymetry
Ports
Populated places
EEZ boundaries
Marine protected areas
Population density

| 2014 -2015

Coordination: University of Edinburgh
What cost reductions are feasible at a global level?
Identify opportunities to reduce capital and O&M costs

Access to detailed global information
related to ocean energy in an easy to
use yet visually striking way

| 2014 -2015
COORDINATION: WAVEC
Legal, policy and administrative issues
Coherent overview, highlighting areas which may
require further attention
http://www.ocean-energy-systems.org/ocean-energy-in-the-world/gis-map/

OES Executive Committee

Annual Report

Chair
Mr. Jose Luis Villate
Tecnalia, SPAIN
joseluis.villate@tecnalia.com

Country Reports

FOLLOW US:
Ocean Energy Policy
Research & Development
Technology Demonstration

Vice-Chair
Dr. Keyyong Hong
Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean
Engineering, KOREA
k
kyhong@moeri.re.kr

Vice-Chair
V

Special Themes

M Henry Jeffrey
Mr.
T
The University of Edinburgh, UK
h
henry.jeffrey@ed.ac.uk

Development of the International
Ocean Energy Industry

SSecretary

www.ocean-energy-systems.org

Current Perspectives of Key
Industrial Ocean Energy Players
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D Ana Brito Melo
Dr.
W
WavEC Offshore Renewables, PORTUGAL
ana@wavec.org
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The Agenda – Day 1
Day 1 – Reliability Workshop

Time

Ocean Energy Systems Annex V Workshop
III Designing for Reliability of Wave and
Current Marine Energy Converters

Presenter
Bob Thresher, USA
9:00 – 9:30 am
Ana Brito e Melo, Portugal
1. Lessons from Wind Energy
Daniel Laird, Sandia National
9:30 – 10:00 am
Labs – USA
Kyong-Hwan Kim, KRISO –
10:00 – 10:30 am
Korea
10:30 – 11:00
Robert Thresher NREL - USA
11:00 – 11:30 am
Break
2. Design and Analysis Methods for Reliability
Marco Alves, WavEC - Portugal
11:30 – 12:00 am
12:00 – 12:30 pm

Hosted by: WavEC Offshore Renewables
At the Electricity Museum
Lisboa, Portugal
5 & 6 February 2015

12:30 – 2:00 pm
2:00 – 2:30 pm
2:30 – 3:00 pm
3:00 – 3:30 pm
3:30 – 4:00 pm
4:00 – 4:30 pm
4:30 – 4:45 pm
4:45 – 5:30 pm

Topics
Introductions, Workshop Logistics, Process, and
Objectives
Lessons Learned from the Sandia Wind Energy
Reliability Database
A Design Method on Floating Wave-Offshore Wind
Hybrid Power Generation System
Some Reliability Lessons from Wind Energy

Integrating reliability and uncertainty analysis in
techno-economic models
Par Johannesson, SP Research Variation Mode and Effect Analysis for Ocean Energy
Inst. – Sweden
Applications
Lunch and Open Discussion
Sam Weller, Exeter University – Reliability Design Tools for Ocean Energy Arrays
UK
Daniel Honfi, SP Research Inst. Case studies on reliability analyses with VMEA method
– Sweden
Vincenzo, Nava, TECNALIA –
Standard-Compatible Robust Design Methods for
Spain
Floating Marine Energy Converters (MECs)
Pauline Laporte Weywada,
Validation of Loads and Structural Calculations for
DNV-GL
Ocean converters
Anders Goude Uppsala Univ. - Dynamics loads on a cross flow turbine during loss of
Sweden
utility conditions
Break
Short Discussion Session and Adjourn

The Agenda Day 2

Discussion Questions:

Day 2 – Reliability Workshop

1. What appears to be the most prevalent system reliability and
maintainability issues today?
2. Are there currently satisfactory measurements of system
availability and reliability?
3. Do we have sufficient measures of system and component
failures and their causes?
4. What are the most important factors in design and in operation
for achieving high system reliability and availability?
5. Are existing marine reliability standards and recommended
practices sufficient for marine energy?
6. Are there other important reliability challenges that need to be
addressed, how, and why?

3. Selected Topics in Reliability
9:00 – 9:30 am

Daniel Laird
http://energy.sandia.gov

Biofouling, corrosion, and material selection

David Snowberg, NREL – USA

MHK Technology Development Risk Management
Framework

Claudio Bittencourt, DNV-GL

Plans for research on reliability of power take-off of tidal
energy converter

9:30 – 10:00 am

10:00 – 10:30 am
10:30 – 10:45 am
10:45 – 12:30 pm
12:30 – 2:00 pm

Laird Bio

Wind Energy Reliability Research

Emiliano Pinori, SP Research
Inst. – Sweden

Break
Final Discussion Session and Adjourn Workshop
Lunch and Open Discussion

Laird Bio

Laird Bio
 BS General Engineering
 University of Illinois - Urbana

 MS/PhD Mechanical Engineering
 University of Wisconsin – Madison
 Mechanical Analysis of In-plane Distortions
in Patterned Thin Films
"Pattern writing method during X-ray mask fabrication," K.
Cummings, W. Johnson, and D. Laird, U.S. patent 5663018.

 SSandia Wind Energy Technology, research staff,
1996-2010
 Structural
analysis, composite materials, manufacturing
S
 Developed NuMAD wind turbine blade structural analysis tool
 Led Sandia-TPI-ISU Advanced Manufacturing Initiative

 Sandia Water Power Technologies, program manager, 2010-present





Offshore Wind Energy, Marine HydroKinetics, Conventional Hydropower
Floating VAWT rotor development and techno-economic system evaluation
WEC controls, high-fidelity simulation, materials, acoustics, sediment stability, array optimization
Basin-wide Hydropower optimization

 U.S. DOE/EERE/WWPTO A2e, executive management, 2013-present

Distributed Facilities
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Tonopah Test Range,
Nevada
Kauai Test Facility,
Hawaii

Sandia National Laboratories
http://energy.sandia.gov

Yucca Mountain,
Nevada

WIPP, New Mexico

Livermore, California
Pantex, Texas

History of Sandia Energy Programs

Energy crisis of the 1970s
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storage caverns
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Wind Energy Reliability Research

Climate study
uncertainties to
economies

http://energy.sandia.gov

C b ti Research
Combustion
R
h
Computation and
sualization (CRCV) opens
Visualization

Public Opinion and Cost

Sandia Wind Reliability Projects

 CREW
 Continous Reliablity Enhancement for Wind

 BRC
 Blade Reliability Collaborative

Concrete foundation

CREW Background
Relationship of Reliability Efforts
 Background & Motivation

Portion of National Fleet

Increasing
Breadth

 “20% Wind Energy by 2030”
report (DOE) specifically
includes risk from lowerthan-expected reliability and
increasing operations and
maintenance costs

NERC – GADS

National Reliability
CREW Database
(Sandia/DOE)

 Primary goals
 Benchmark the U.S. fleet’s
reliability performance
 Identify major contributors
to component-level failures

Gearbox Reliability Database (NREL)
Blade Reliability Database (Sandia)

Increasing
Detail

Phase 0: Early Planning & Feasibility Studies
2006

Plant Reliability Program Started

2006

First Data Partner (NonStandard Data Flow)

2007

First Database Design

2007

First Partner Data Report

2009

CREW Database Design

Phase 1: “CREW”
2010

SPS (Strategic Power Systems) Pilot Data Partners

2011

First Benchmark Published

2012

SPS Commercial Data Partners

2012

Benchmark Published (with Technical Report)

2013

Latest Benchmark

12

2013 Benchmark – Summary Results

CREW Purpose

 Data represents 327,000
turbine-days
 Key metrics all slightly
improved, compared to 2012

Goal: Create a national database of wind plant operating data to enable
reliability analysis
Key Objectives
1. Benchmark and quantify US reliability performance
2. Track operating performance at a system-to-component level
3. Characterize issues and identify DOE technology improvement
opportunities
4. Protect proprietary information
5. Enable operations and maintenance cost reduction
6. Increase confidence from financial sector and policy makers





Operational
Events

Operational Availability
Utilization
Capacity Factor
MTBE (hrs)
Mean Downtime (hrs)

Some events automatically reset,
others need intervention



Raw
SCADA
Real-time
Data

Average: 1.6 days of generating
before each downtime event

2012
Benchmark

97.6%
83.0%
36.1%
39
1.3

97.0%
82.7%
36.0%
36
1.6

Gearbox not in top 5 systems
•

Sandia
CREW

2013
Benchmark

•

Benchmarking faults and symptoms, at this
point
Current emphasis on electronic work
orders for wind industry
http://energy.sandia.gov/crewbenchmark

13
Event & SCADA Data Source:

U.S. Fleet Representation

Changing Industry

 CREW represents 2.7% of U.S. turbines

 Between 2006 and 2013, the US wind fleet grew by a factor of 6




 2.4% of Megawatts; 1.9% of plants

# Plants
# Turbines
# Megawatts
# Manufacturers
# Turbine Models
# Turbine-Days, Information
Available

10
800-900
1,300-1,400
3
6
327,000

Growth from 10 to 60 GW
Drastic change in the make-up of owner/operators
Many owner/operators are now justifying internal investments in reliability
assessment and staff

 Project initiated in 2006 to provide detailed SCADA data for
DOE/Sandia to perform analysis and to produce a national
benchmark
 In 2006 few companies were performing reliability assessments or even storing
their own data. SPS was identified and willing to work with DOE to gather and
analyze reliability data.

 Project Redircted
 Original goal was to capture 20% of U.S. fleet.

 Highly Detailed National Benchmark
15
16

Other uses for “reliability” data

CREW Lessions Learned (1)

Power

 Original CREW objective overtaken by fast growing industry

 Observation: High power
extraction relative to average
performance occur with low
variance
 If low variance equal low rates of
fatigue and wear, then low rates
of failure should be observed as
a function of direction

 Reliability research requires very close interaction with industry
 By definition, this cannot happen exclusively in academia/nat’l lab

 Industry openness about reliability issues is difficult
 Multiple years to establish trust
 Very clear data protection methods and protections

Variability

 Work orders are hard to get, even for owners
 Makes tracing and mapping to a higher level of understanding difficult

 Working hypothesis: Direction
plays a major role and is a simple
way to quantify power and
reliability

 Now a focus area with many owners, so it will improve in the coming
years

 Large owner operators create unified tag mapping for each turbine
model


Proprietary systems (often multiple complex database setups)

17

CREW Lessons Learned (2)

18

Blade Reliability Collaborative
Problem:
 Blade reliability issues related to manufacturing, transportation, installation,
and operation can have large effects on COE as blade failures can cause
extensive down time and lead to expensive repairs.

 CREW has developed an impressive and powerful database and
query system for collection and protection of a massive amounts of
wind turbine / wind plant data
 Only database in the world to acquire streaming SCADA data

Project Goal:
 The BRC aims to better understand:

 SCADA data alone, without editing and categorization by
Owner/Operators, leads to a skew in the results






 30% of fault events are less than 1 minute
 Significant events are in “Other” category which cannot be related to
specific faults and needs to be categorized
 Unlike “Information Unavailable,” the “Other” category may not be
randomly distributed across all subcomponent categories. Also, their
likely related to significant repair costs
 Need to differentiate between faults (short duration) and maintenance /
repair events (long duration)

Primary causes of premature blade failure
Ability of inspection methods to detect flaws and damage
Effects of prominent manufacturing defects on blade materials
Adequacy of design tools and certification testing to replicate operational life

and
 Interface with a wide spectrum of industry, lab, and academic partners throughout the
project.

19

In summary:
 Improve the reliability of blades delivered to the field so that remediation
work before operation can be reduced and the service lifetimes can achieve
the 20 year targets that are expected by wind plant operators and financiers.

Relationship of Reliability Efforts
Portion of National Fleet

Increasing
Breadth

Blade Reliability

“80% of the blades that require
repair have never been flown.”

Motivation

Gary Kanaby, Knight & Carver Wind Blade Division.



NERC – GADS

Blades are being delivered to
the site in a condition that
often requires additional
treatment of quality issues
before they can be installed

Electrical System

ISET

Electronic Control
Sensors
Hydraulic System
Yaw System



National Reliability
CREW Database
(Sandia/DOE)

Gearbox Reliability Database (NREL)

Preliminary Survey of Operators - 2008

Rotor Blades
Mechanical Brake
Rotor Hub
Gearbox
Generator



Blade failure can cause
extensive down time andSupporting
lead Structure /Housing
Drive Train
to expensive repairs.



Blade reliability issues need
early attention because of the
lost production and cost of
significant failures

Blade Reliability Database (Sandia)

Increasing
Detail

Rare installations need to have
all the blades replaced after
the discovery of a batch
problem

1

0,75

0,5

0,25

0

Annual failure frequency

2

4

6

8

Down time per failure (in days)

Historical European Experience (Paul Kühn, ISET)

“Delphi” Expert’s Group Assessment of Issues
(Roger Hill)

 Five Plants – over 400
turbines
 Mostly 3+ years old
 About 80 blade replacements
– 40 (half) at one plant
 Replacement times range
from 2 weeks to 2 months
 Blade Issues Cited:

Knight & Carver

 Experts from Industry, consulting, academia, and
national labs convened to identify critical issues (few
numbers)
 Collected expert knowledge as a basis for planning to
address blade reliability needs

Major Blade Reliability Issues Identified:
1.
2.
3.

 Manufacturing Issues – waviness and
overlaid laminates
 Bad bonds, Delamination, and Voids
 Leading Edge Erosion
 Trailing Edge Splits
 Lightning

4.
5.
6.

Infusion Quality
Bonding Quality
Inspection Capability
Environmental Protection
Multiple Assembly Plants or Assembly Lines
Certification, Tracking and Feedback

Knight & Carver

1. Infusion (composite fabrication) Quality

Waviness
Carbon Spar Cap

 Complete infusion, voids
 Fibers moving during infusion
prior to curing (waviness)
 Material drop off – Detailing
 Speed of production creates
problems
 Scaling issues
Delaminations

1/2 meter

2. Bonding Quality

 Typical Blade Bond Lines
 Difficult to control
 Blind bonds
 Scaling effects






Shear-Web Bonding
Bond-Line Voids
Bond-Line Weakness (without major voids)
Commentary from a Blade Manufacturing Manager

Minor Voids

 “The most difficult part of manufacturing process is trying to bond
the two shells together.”
 “Trailing edge defects can grow to full blade failure.”
 “Bonding problems are the biggest issue.”

4. Inspection Capability: Factory and Field

3. Environmental Protection






Knight & Carver

Leading edge erosion
Moisture intrusion
Freeze/Thaw cycling
Root fastener corrosion
Lightning
 Big issue
 Many blades are repaired
 Some operators consider it manageable when compared to other components,
such as gear boxes

 Existing inspection methods can detect bond line gaps and major
delaminations
 Every blade manufacturer has inspection methods but some
problems are still getting through
 Need to know what inspection methods are effective at finding
the flaws that affect early failure.

Phased Array UT Inspection of an Aircraft Vertical Stabilizer Specimen

Severe Leading Edge Erosion

Sandia AANC

Knight & Carver

Lightning Strike

Major Activities

5. Multiple Assembly Plants
Vientek

 Not covered in standards
 Production start-up (infant mortality)
 Local practices and corporate
cultures
 Process qualification – metrics,
procedures, etc.
 Bad batches of blades



LM Glassfiber

lead to major plant development delays and cost
overruns
May not be reflected in operator surveys because they
are incurred before the transfer of responsibility from
developer to operator

 Blade Defect and Damage Survey – Aggregate data from blade
manufacturers, service companies, and operators to determine
largest sources of blade unreliability
 Inspection Validation – Evaluate the ability of inspection
techniques to accurately characterize blade defects and damage
in manufacturing plants and in the field
 Effects of Defects – Determine how common manufacturing
defects affect blade strength and service life
 Analysis Evaluation – Assess the ability of design analysis tools to
find and characterize potential failure modes
 Certification Testing – Evaluate the ability of certification testing
to uncover potential reliability issues and find innovative ways for
testing to provide better insight
 Standards and Partnerships – Interface with international
standards committees and industrial partners to identify
pathways to implementing improved design, manufacture, and
inspection

Courtesy Billy Roeseler, Boeing

Participating Partners

Blade Defect and Damage Survey

Over 40 partners including









Sandia
Montana State University
Knight and Carver
Rope Partners
NREL
U-Mass Lowell











TPI
EPRI
GE
LM
Dantec
Gamesa
EDPR
Vestas








Work with manufacturers to understand
plant and under-warranty issues
Survey wind farm owners/operators
Collect and analyze repair information
from blade service companies
Summarize data from NREL certification
tests
Create a blade failure mode database
Involves Sandia, NREL, and subcontractors in a comprehensive
effort

Identify causes of early field failures and unreliability

Inspection Validation






Build representative samples
with known flaws
Establish baseline NDI results
Bring in vendors to validate
their capabilities (current list
of over 20 participants)
Research conducted by
Sandia’s Aviation Assurance
NDT Validation Center (AANC)

Effects of Defects
SKIN AND SPAR FLAW TYPES

 Collection of flawed samples and parameterization of
geometries
 Coupon-level testing to determine how flaws and
defects propagate under load
 Development of flaw criticality/severity classification
 Work performed by Montana State University (2 PhD.
students)

1-21-10

FLAT BOTTOM HOLE
MACHINED OUT

PULL TAB
REMOVED

MICROBALLOONS

FLAT BOTTOM HOLE

PILLOW INSERT (DELAM)

PULL TAB (DELAM)

MICROBALLOONS (POROSITY)

RESIN STARVED (POROSITY)
(CREATED BY LOCAL PUNCTURE
OF VACUUM BAG)

ADHESIVE LAYER FLAW TYPES

ADHESIVE LAYER

Waviness Specimen
AIR POCKETS

MISSING ADHESIVE

ADHESIVE VOIDS

LACK OF ADHESIVE COVERAGE

MICROBALLOONS
(MIXED WITH ADHESIVE)

MICROBALLOONS (POROSITY)

VOID LEFT BEHIND
AFTER REMOVAL OF
PULL TAB

PULL TAB (DISBOND)

Methods for Producing Common Flaws

Manufactured Flawed Specimens
Manufactured Flawed Specimens

Sample NDI Results

Criticality/Severity Matrix

White paper, “Wind Turbine Composite Blade Manufacturing: The Need for
Understanding Defect Origins, Prevalence, Implications and Reliability”
completed June 2010

Create Probability of Detection (POD) curves for inspection techniques

Design Analysis Evaluation

Certification Testing - NREL


 Exercise composite modeling codes and assess ability to
accurately model ultimate and fatigue strength in blades
 Validate through highly instrumented laboratory testing to
determine first failure and damage progression
 Create the ability for the analysis to have be a predictive
tool for evaluating blade design capacity – including details





Heavily instrumented blades subjected to certification tests
 Good blades
 Pre-damaged blades
Evaluate how the test works the critical areas and failure modes
Develop improvements to certification testing
NREL element of the program

LM Glassfiber



Full-scale blade testing: Fatigue tests reveal hidden
flaws
• Production blades
• Detailed inspection
• Typical manufacturing quality resulting
capability

LM Glassfiber

BRC Lessons Learned
 Getting data on blade flaws and failures from OEM’s is
difficult
 Non-destructive inspection techniques, in general, are not
directly transferable to wind composites and require
modification/innovation
 Leading edge erosion can contribute to up to 4% loss in
annual energy capture for a modern wind turbine
 Manufacturing flaws in wind turbine blades can contribute
to a 40% reduction in strength
 Lightning strikes are a major cause of operational blade
failure and the effects on carbon spar caps is not well
understood
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Offshore Wind Turbine
System
Integration
&
Optimization

Large-scale
Floater
&
Power
Control
System

Aerodynamic Loads
Coupled Motion
Wave Energy Converter

Mooring System

Item

Wave

Wind

Current

Sub-item

Significant wave
(Hs, m)
Modal period
(Tp, s)
Wave spectrum
Wind speed
at hub height
(Vw, m/s)

Survival condition
(100-year)

Max. operational
condition
(1-year)

JONSWAP

Wind spectrum

API

Current speed
(Vc, m/s)
Current profile

1/7 power law

Hydrodynamic Loads
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Some Reliability Lessons
From Wind Energy
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OES Workshop III: Designing for Reliability of
Wave and Current Marine Energy Converters
February 5, 2015
Lisbon, Portugal
Bob Thresher, NREL Research Fellow
NREL is a national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, operated by the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC.

A Taxonomy of Wind Machines from 1975

A Taxonomy of Wind Machines from 1975

Source: Wind Machines, by Frank Eldridge National Science Foundation, October 1975

Source: Wind Machines, by Frank Eldridge National Science Foundation, October 1975
2

3

Many Diverse Water Current Turbines: Allows Options!

Many Diverse Wave Energy Devices: Allows Options!
Floating Attenuator (Pelamis)

Marine Current Turbines (axial flow, open rotor)
GCK (cross flow, Gorlov helical rotor)

Floating
Point
Absorber
(AquaBuOY)

Open Hydro (axial flow, open rotor, rim-drive)
Lunar Energy (axial flow, shrouded single-rotor)
SeaPower (cross flow, Savonius rotor)
SMD Hydrovision (axial flow, open rotor)
UEK (axial flow, shrouded twin-rotor)

Oscillating Water Column
Terminator (Oceanlinx )

Verdant Power (axial flow, open rotor)

Floating Overtopping
Terminator (Wave Dragon)

4
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Wind Energy Technology and Market Evolution 1981 - 2012

1st Variable
Speed Turbine
Induction
Generator

Decade of Rapid Technology Evolution
Decad
Energy Cost Trend Line

California & federal capital
subsidy + high electricity
prices/SO4 contracts, with
strong DOE R&D support

Wound Rotor
With Power
Converter

PTC driven California with
technology R&D by DOE

Breakout of CA to National
with DOE support and PTC

1st Full Power
AC-DC-AC
Converters

6

Wind was a Boutique Industry Until 2000

7

Expect First Prototype Machines to Fail
Learn from the Failures:
Test, Measure, Analyze, Model, and Redesign

8
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Wind Turbine Reliability Today: A Case Study
Plant availability
often 95%+
Subsystem reliability
improving, but still an
operation and
maintenance (O&M)
cost driver

The Gearbox is the Largest Source of Downtime!

Decrease in downtime of
gearbox, generator, and
electrical system
o Gearboxes continue to be
the largest source of
downtime
o Generator, power
conversion, and main
bearing not far behind

Typical Wind Turbine Drivetrain Architecture
Modular, three-point mounting system
o

Main bearing and gearbox torque arms
Brake

Generator Shaft

Generator

Gearbox

Hub

Main
Bearing Main Shaft

Torque Arms

o

Bed Plate

Three-stage gearbox
Ratio of 80 or 100:1
Three-planet stage(s)
o Floating sun
o Parallel stage(s).
o
o

Source: NREL & Wind Stats
10
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Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (GRC) Initiated 2007

Gearbox Failure Database

http://www.nrel.gov/wind/grc/index.html
1. Field Tests

Potential causes:
o
o
o
o

2. Controlled Laboratory Testing

Underspecified loads?
Inaccurate design tools?
Inadequate design practice?
Insufficient testing?

Dynamometer test

o
o

Solution process:
o

o

o

o

o

Conduct field and
dynamometer
testing to measure responses
(150+ signals)
Validate modeling approaches
(multibody, finite element
analysis)
Analyze design deficiencies
(cylindrical roller bearing [CRB]
clearance)
Redesign gearbox to correct
(preloaded tapered roller
bearings [TRBs])
Propagate lessons learned to
industry and standards.

Test

Validate

Gearbox failure event data highlighting damaged
components, failure modes, and possible root causes

Analyze

Twenty partners involved in operating ~30% of the U.S. capacity
Number of gearbox failure incidents = 289

Observations
o
NREL dynamometer. Photo by Lee Jay Fingersh, NREL 16913

3. Analysis - Modeling
Load cases
System loads
nternal loads
Internal

o
o
o

Photo by Jeroen van Dam,
NREL 19257

Redesign

Bearings 70%
Gears 26%
Parallel section faults
most common
High-speed and
intermediate-speed
stage (HSS and IMS)
bearing axial cracking
most common failure mode

Planet
Gear

Helical Gear
Planet
Bearing

HSS Bearing

IMS
Bearing

Propagate

12

GRC Solution Pathway
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New High Speed Shaft Instrumentation

Use smaller 750-kW drivetrain to control costs
>ĂĐŬŽĨƉƵďůŝĐŵŽĚĞůƐїƌĞ-design/re-build commercial gearbox (GB)
o First iteration (GB 1&2) brings to state of the art circa 2007
o Second iteration (GB 3) brings to state of the art circa 2012.
Significant internal and external instrumentation
o Main shaft, gearbox, coupling, and generator displacements
o Planetary section loads, motions, and temperatures
o HSS, pinion, and bearing loads recently added.

Photo by Jon Keller,
NREL 27895

Encoder for azimuth
and speed

Shaft bending strain
Bearing strain for relative loading
(two axes, three axial locations,) (four axial slots, two Poisson gauges per slot,)
and shaft torsion for torque
and temperature (both bearings)

Pinion tooth toot
strain for Gear KhE

Slip rings

Photo by Scott Naucler,
NREL 30252

Photo by Scott Naucler,
NREL 30251

Photo by Scott
Naucler, NREL 26259

Photo by Scott Naucler,
NREL 30250

NREL dynamometer. Photo by Lee Jay Fingersh, NREL 16913

14
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Test Summary
Phase 1 (300+ hours of data)
o

Gearbox 1 & 2 Design Deficiencies Identified
Ponnequin Wind Farm. Photo
by Jeroen van Dam, NREL
19257

GB 1 field load test
– Oil loss event led to GB damage

Oct
2009

Phase 2 (700+ hours of data)

Significant effect in three-point configuration

o

Cause edge loading on planetary gear teeth
– Misalignment between carrier and ring gear
because of operating radial clearance in
carrier bearings

Nov
2010

– Condition monitoring and GB teardown

Phase 3 (underway)

o

Jan
2011

GB 2 dyno re-test
– HSS loads, dynamic field loads, and generator misalignment

o

o

July
2010

GB 2 dynamometer static load test
o GB 1 dynamometer test
o

o

Non-Torque and Planetary Loads

Apr
2009

Improved GB 3 test.

Photo by Ed Overly,
NREL 19494

Cause poor load share between planets and
upwind and downwind planetary bearings
– Carrier wind-up and planetary pin
deflection with operating radial clearance
in the CRBs

Jan
2013

– High bearing skidding risks at low torque.

Jan
2015
16
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Gearbox 3 Design Improvements

DOE’s National Wind Technology Center (NWTC)

Illustration by Romax Technology

Nitrided to
improve fatigue life
Integral TRBs;
improve load share
and eliminate
outer race fretting

X-arrangement;
tighter inner rings
to avoid slip

NWTC 1981

¾ Primary wind technology center inside the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)

Robust bolt system
to accommodate
increased housing
load from TRBs

The NWTC’s Mission is to help industry’s solve the
technical problems impeding the use of wind energy.

¾ Established in1977
¾ Approx. 150 staff on-site

TRBs used to
improve planetary
alignments with
load variation

¾ Budget approx. $40M
¾ Partnerships with industry
¾ Wind and Marine Hydrokinetic Technology

¾ Modern utility-scale turbines
¾ Pioneers in wind component testing
¾ Blade Testing
¾ Dynamometer drivetrain testing
¾ Controls research turbines (CART)
¾ Leadership roles for international standards
¾ Leading development of design and analysis codes

NWTC 2014

Carrier radial feed;
three feeds center
plate;
spray all gears;
high-speed TRBs axial
feed

Offshore Wind Power

18

New 5.8 MW Dynamometer (Non-Torque Loading)

19

National Renewable Energy Laboratory 19

NWTC Controllable Grid Interface (CGI) Facility
5 MW Dyno
CGI Housing

CGI interconnected
to 2.5MW and
5MW dynos
o Command voltage
profiles to emulate
real power-line
faults
o 7MVA continuous
with 28 MVA short
circuit capacity
o

20

Dyno Variable
Frequency
Drive VFD

Test Article
Transformer
Dyno Motor
6MW (8000 HP)
Dyno Gearbox
75:1, 3-stage

Dyno NonTorque
Loading NTL

Test Article
Power
Converter
Test Article
Drivetrain

21

U.S. Wind Blade Testing Facilities

Massachusetts Blade Testing Facility

NREL has developed and
patented advanced blade testing
NREL supports R&D blade testing
for DOE and industry
ͻ Supporting development of new
blade test facilities worldwide

New Large Blade Test Facility:
Boston, MA with Massachusetts
Technology Collaborative
ͻ Static and Fatigue tests of blades up
to 90 m
22
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The Reliability Lessons from Wind Energy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expect prototype failures.
Document and track them in a database
Understand failures through analysis and testing
Redesign and validate through testing
Document and update applicable standards

INTEGRATED MODELING TOOL
ALEX RAVENTOS
BORIS TEILLANT
MARCO ALVES

Photo courtesy of Oceanenergy

Thank You and Questions?
Robert Thresher, Research Fellow
Robert.Thresher@nrel.gov

1

LISBON, 05/02/2015
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Wave Energy: Main Challenges

Contents
Main Challenges
Integrated Modeling Tool
Wave-To-Wire
Reliability Module
Risk Module
Economic Module

2

3

Integrated Modeling Tool

Wave-to-Wire Model
Model Structure

Integrating reliability and uncertainty analysis in
techno-economic models
4

5

Wave-to-Wire Model

Wave-to-Wire Model

FOWC
C – Floating
Fl ti Oscillating
Fl
O ill ti W
Water
t C
Column
l
Heave Motions

FOWC
C – Floating
Fl ti Oscillating
Fl
O ill ti W
Water
t C
Column
l
Turbine rotational speed – Proportional Controller

Floating OWC

Floating OWC
Air Flow

Air Flow

Turbine Duct

Turbine Duct

Air Chamber

Air Chamber

Internal Free Surface

Internal Free Surface

Turbine Power

Air Chamber Pressure

6

7

Wave-to-Wire Model

Reliabilityy Module

FOWC
C – Floating
Fl ti O
Fl
Oscillating
ill ti W
Water
t C
Column
l
Relief valve flow

Design for a required service life
Floating OWC
Air Flow

Reliability module consists of:

Turbine Duct

Probability
of failure

Air Chamber

Internal Free Surface

Uncertanties

Relief valve Position

i. Identification of relevant failure modes
ii. Estimation of parameter and model uncertainties
iii. Estimation of reliability - Probability of failure
iv. Sensitivity analysis

Identification of
relevant failure modes

A statistical approach called Variation Mode and Effect Analysis (VMEA) is proposed to
express the uncertainty in the modeling and the prediction of key properties.

8

9

Risk Module

Economic Module

Ranks the Risk Failure Modes

Cost- Effectiveness

Probability of
Failure Occurrence

Engineering Output

Predicted
Consequences

Risk Level

ͻ Manufacturing Material
price
ͻ Vessel price
ͻ etc.

Risk results from combining the
probability of failure occurrence
with the predicted consequence.

ͻ Dimensions
ͻ Weight
ͻ Materials
ͻ Shape
ͻ etc.

Breaking down the device into a component level
Qualitative risk analysis using FMEA method (Failure Modes & Effects Analysis)
Quantification of consequences and risks
Establishing risk acceptance criteria

Wave
vee-to
too-Wire Output
ut

Economic
Model

Design Variables

Risk module consists of :
I.
II.
III.
IV.

ͻ Component fatigue
ͻ Risk of failure

Database: Cost
coefficients

Energy production (MWh)
h)

Levelized Cost of Electricity ($/MWh)

-LCOE-

10

11

Economic Module
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
OE)

THANK YOU

Main Factors in the LCOE
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Investment costs –CAPEX- (€/kW)
O&M costs –OPEX- (€/MWh, €/MW/yr, or % of Capex)
Fuel costs
CO2 (€/MWh)
Decommissioning costs (€/kW or % of Capex)
Cost of Capital (discount rate %)
Electricity Production (kWh)
ͻ Capacity Factor (%)
ͻ Availability Factor (%)
– Power Plant Lifetime (years)
– Others: leverage, interest rate, inflation, depreciation, taxes, etc.

=

{(

+ &

+
{(

+

OPEX
CAPEX
Energy

Cost of Energy (€/kWh)

+
) (1 + ) }

) (1 + ) }
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Reliability: Load-Strength Analysis

Variation Mode and Effect Analysis
for Ocean Energy Applications

Load
Reliability
Strength
3s
3s

Load-Strength-diagram

Pär Johannesson,
SP Technical Research
Institute of Sweden
Ocean Energy Systems
Workshop III on Reliability
5 February 2015

Probabilistic Design using VMEA

5-Feb-2015

Population
of products

Population
of customers

1

Uncertainty in load

Uncertainty in strength

- Customer variation

- Material (type, surface, defects)

- Usage and application area

- Manufacturing

- Environment (wave, wind, climate)

- Geometry (tolerances, surface roughness)

- Load estimation (ocean, test site)

- Modelling (FEM, Wöhler, P-M, Neuber)

- etc

- etc

5-Feb-2015
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VMEA (Variation Mode and Effect Analysis)
– a First-Order Second-Moment Reliability Method
Industrial applications of VMEA
- Airplane industry

VMEA (Variation Mode and Effect Analysis)
– a First-Order Second-Moment Reliability Method
Example: Volvo Aero, fatigue life evaluation

- Scatter (variation) is considered, but also

(Volvo Aero/GKN Aerospace),

Summary table of all uncertainties
during the whole design process
- scatter of material properties
- statistical uncertainties
- geometry variation
- model uncertainties
- load uncertainties
-…

- Model and parameter uncertainties

- Car and truck industry

- Easy to include engineering judgements

(Volvo & European truck industry),

- Rock materials
(BeFo, tunnels and natural stone),

- Electronics
(Saab EDS)

- Wave energy
(Ocean Energy Center)

Which uncertainty dominates?
(scatter or uncertainty?)

Research projects:
Reliability & fatigue life prediction
Partners: Chalmers, GMMC, GKN Aero,
Saab, OEC, Volvo & European truck
industry.

How can uncertainties be decreased?
(yielding best cost/profit)
Balanced complexity in models
(don’t overdo them)

Article
Technology journal at
Volvo Group, July 2009

5-Feb-2015
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Traditional engineering approach: Safety factor

VMEA for a Wave Power Component

Load-Strength Evaluation for a wave power component
Polyester rope connection between buoy and energy converter
Target life: 20 years

Thomas Svensson, 2013

Evaluation of Uncertainties
Input

The uncertainty sources are analysed by means
of their

Result
scatter

Total Strength uncertainty
Load
Pool measurements, scatter
Relevance of rain flow count
Latch procedure
Distribution of Hf
Wave period uncertainty
Scaling
Total Load uncertainty
Wöhler Exponent

uncert.

Uncertainty components
Strength
Strength scatter
Statistical uncert. strength
Adjustment uncertainty CA/VA
Reference data relevance
Mean value influence
Labaratory uncertainty

x

Sensitivity
coefficient
c

tcorrection standard
factor
deviation
t
s
Scatter

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.300
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.109
0.022
0.182
0.050
0.200
0.029

0.142

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.040
0.200
0.100
0.014
0.440
0.029

0.040

x

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.640
1.000

x

0.200

1.000

0.500

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Total Exponent uncertainty

Total uncertainty

Safety factor:

statistical coefficient of variation and
influence on the load/strength-interaction

Total

0.200
0.029

0.273

0.311

Load distribution

0.200
0.100
0.014

Evaluation - Extra safely factor
Required extra safety factor

7.80 Safety factor
3.52

Variation safety factor
1 Extra safety factor

Design
strength

0.282
0.284

0.029
0.226
0.100

0.363

0.000
0.322

0.000
0.354

0.000
0.478

Result

Median strength [MN]
Median Load [MN]

often based on tradition and
engineering experience.

0.022
0.182

Design
load

Result (log-scale)
2.22

Strength, mS
Load, mL
Distance

2.05
1.26
0.80

2.19
1.01

Variation dist.
Extra dist.

0.78
0.01

Strength
distribution

Safety
factor

Reliability Evaluation
Input

Sd
Ld

Md

0.050

0.150
x

Uncertainty

4

Difficult to rationally update when obtaining new information:
new data, e.g. material tests or load data from customers,
new knowledge, e.g. refined calculations or new material models.

5-Feb-2015
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Full Probabilistic Model

6

However, …

… in engineering applications there are other difficulties.

From a statistical point of view it is a quite simple problem.

Lack of information about the input distributions:
the distribution types are not known,

Failure probability

Pf

in most cases only knowledge about the mean and variance can be
obtained.

P( g (L, S)  0)

There are many different types of uncertainties:
scatter or physical uncertainty,

limit state function

Strength

statistical uncertainty, uncertainty in parameter estimation,

Load

model error or model uncertainty, the function g(L,S) is only a model of the
reality.

g ( L, S )
Ref: Ditlevsen & Madsen:
Structural Reliability Methods.
Internet edition 2.3.7, 2007.
http://www.mek.dtu.dk/staff/od/books.htm

5-Feb-2015

Some technical/numerical problems in
calculating the failure probability
(Methods: FORM, SORM, AMV, Monte
Carlo, importance sampling, etc.).

Therefore, in most engineering applications a second-moment
method is appropriate – Probabilistic VMEA!
7
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Probabilistic VMEA

Procedure for Probabilistic VMEA

in the detailed design phase

Y

Model ?
Study the physical failure mechanism, e.g. time to failure,
maximum allowed stress, maximum defect size.
Model:

= (

,

,

Life prediction
Type of scatter & uncertainty
Strength scatter

,…)

The variance is a measure of the variation.
+
=

[

]

+

+

sensitivity

Model uncertainty

+covariances
Geometry

Variances of the sources of uncertainty
(in physical units)

Load scatter & uncertainty

=

ln(???)

logarithmic life, ln(N)
scatter
uncertainty

total

1. Define the model
e.g. life, max stress or max defect.
2. Find all sources of uncertainty
(scatter, statistical and model uncertainties).
3. Quantify the size of the uncertainty sources,
e.g. by experiments, previous experience, or
engineering judgement.
4. Evaluate the sensitivity coefficients,
e.g. by numerical calculations, experiments, or
previous experience.
5. Calculate the total prediction uncertainty
i.e. by combining the contributions from all
uncertainty sources.

Statistical uncertainty

Probabilistic VMEA – Second-moment method

Y

???

Sensitivity coefficients
Total

5-Feb-2015
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Example: Maximum von-Mises stress

Example: Maximum von-Mises stress
Evaluation of prediction uncertainty:

Task: Design of a Jet engine component; derive safety factor.
Failure mechanism: Buckling.

Uncertainty components Scatter
Load
Load scatter
Load uncertainty
Total Load uncertainty
Geometry
Tolerance 1
Tolerance 2
Tolerance 3
Total Geometry uncertainty
Stress analysis - FEM
Mesh
Shell elements
Radius modelling
Total Load uncertainty

Criterion: maximum allowed von Mises stress.

Model:

= ln

log-scale:
von Mises stress is a
positive quantity.
Percentage variation.

= ( , ,
Load
17 load cases
evaluated

)
Material
Stress calculations using
FEM

Total uncertainty

Total prediction
uncertainty in Y

Geometry
Variation due to tolerances
5-Feb-2015
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Uncertainty Total
0,064

=

0,064

0,040
0,040

0,075

0,122
0,036
0,002
0,127

0,000

0,127

0,000
0,142

0,087
0,058
0,173
0,202
0,206

0,202
0,250

+

+

+

Load
Scatter of 17 load cases of max
thrust was evaluated.
Load uncertainty judged to 4%.
Geometry
The effect of tolerance limits
evaluated through FEM and DoE.
Three largest contributions listed.
Stress analysis – FEM
Model uncertainty judged:
rough mesh (±15%),
shell elements (±10%),
missing radius (±30%).

5-Feb-2015

Example: Maximum von-Mises stress

12

Example: Maximum von-Mises stress
Reliability Evaluation
Prediction interval (normal distribution
assumption)

ln V max
 V max

ln V max,0.50 r z W
V max,0.50  exp(r z W )

Reliability index z=3.0 represents failure probability of
p=1/1000.

Safety factor definition
V max , p
reliability index z=3.0.
Kz
V max ,0.50
Resulting safety factor:
V max,p
K 3.0
exp( z W ) exp(3.0  0.25) 2.1
V max ,0.50
5-Feb-2015
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Uncertainty in estimated customer load distribution

Why log?

Load measured on 36 customers.

Three reasons:

Bootstrap demonstration:
100 simulated samples of
36 customers.

1. Many engineering quantities are positive, e.g. length, weight, life,
load, strength, ...
2. In many cases well approximated by a log-normal distribution.
3. The logarithmic transformation implies that we measure the
coefficient of variation, i.e. relative variation.

Standard deviation
of log-life:

Std [ln N ] |

Std [ N ]
E[ N ]

Histogram of load values.

is approximately the
coefficient of variation.

Note: Natural logarithm ln (not the logarithm with base 10).
The interpretation of the natural logarithm is very practical for
engineering applications, where uncertainties are often judged in
percentage of variation.
5-Feb-2015
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Example: Statistical uncertainty

Example: Model uncertainty

Estimation of customer distribution – 36 customers

Some situations
Neuber

Try different models

log-normal

find two extreme models.
assume uniform distribution.

xi
Mean:

P

Standard
deviation:

s

Scatter:

W load , scatter

ln Aeq ,i

W load , stat

s/ n

5-Feb-2015

Standard deviation of W
Uniform distribution

life

ln N 2  ln N1
12

Engineering Judgement:

1
( x1  x2    xn ) 3.31
n
1 n
¦ ( xi  P ) 2 0.09
n 1 i 1

use engineering experience to judge e.g. the possible error in a
finite element calculation.
Use Round Robin studies:
many different engineers do the same calculation task.
the variation in the results is a measure of the model uncertainty.

Statistical uncertainty:

0.09

Linear
Uniform distribution

0.09 / 36

in such a way, uncertainties due to calculations with different
methods, software, and engineers can be judged.

0.015
17

5-Feb-2015
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Identification of Uncertainties

Summary

Noise factor categorization – Five categories of evil…
Wearout refers to
deterioration of products
due to ageing

External environmental
conditions the products
are exposed to

Internal environmental
conditions the products
are exposed to

Scatter
Statistical uncertainty
Model uncertainty
5-Feb-2015
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Customer “behaviour”
the products are exposed
to

Manufacturing
imperfections the
products are exposed to

CANNOT be eliminated!
CAN be reduced or eliminated!
... by better knowledge or more data.
20

Conclusions
Reference:

We want to promote looking at reliability and robustness as
insensitivity to variations.

1.

We have found that Variation Mode and Effect Analysis is a
useful tool for reliability evaluations.

2.
3.

There are several related approaches, e.g.

4.

Design for Variation
5.

Failure Mode Avoidance

6.

Design for Six Sigma
Load

7.
8.

Reliability

Johannesson, P., Bergman, B., Svensson, T., Arvidsson, M., Lönnqvist, Å., Barone, S., and de
Maré, J. (2013): A Robustness Approach to Reliability. Quality and Reliability Engineering
International, Vol. 29, pp.17-32.
Svensson, T., and Johannesson, P. (2013): Reliable fatigue design, by rigid rules, by magic or by
enlightened engineering. Procedia Engineering, Vol. 66, pp. 12-25. Presented at Conference
Fatigue Design 2013, Senlis, France, November 27-28, 2013.
Svensson, T., Sandström, J. (2014): Load/Strength analysis of wave energy components. SP
Report, SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden.
Johannesson, P., and Speckert, M. (editors): Guide to Load Analysis for Durability in Vehicle
Engineering. ISBN 978-1-118-64831-5. Wiley:Chichester, 2013.
Wiley: http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118648315.html
Svensson, T., de Maré, J., Johannesson, P. (2009). Predictive safety index for variable amplitude
fatigue life. In B Bergman et al. (2009), pp. 85-96.
Johannesson, P., Svensson, T., Samuelsson, L., Bergman, B., de Maré, J. (2009), Variation mode
and effect analysis: an application to fatigue life prediction. Quality and Reliability Engineering
International, Vol. 25, pp. 167-179.
Bergman, B., de Maré, J., Lorén, S., Svensson, T. (eds) (2009): Robust Design Methodology for
Reliability - Exploring the Effects of Variation and Uncertainty, Wiley: Chichester, pp. 85-96.
Johansson, P., Chakhunashvili, A., Barone, S., Bergman,B. (2006), Variation Mode and Effect
Analysis: a Practical Tool for Quality Improvement. Quality and Reliability Engineering
International, Vol. 22, pp. 865-876.

Strength
3s
3s

5-Feb-2015
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Guide to Load Analysis

22

Reliability Design Tools for Ocean Energy Arrays

for Durability in Vehicle Engineering
The Guide to Load Analysis:

Project partners:
FCC , SP and Chalmers, Fraunhofer-ITWM
Industrial partners:
DAF, Daimler, Iveco, MAN, Scania, Volvo
Editors:
P. Johannesson - SP, Sweden
M. Speckert - Fraunhofer ITWM, Germany

Sam Weller
University of Exeter
Ocean Energy Systems Workshop III: Designing for Reliability of Wave and Current Marine
Energy Converters

New book
November 2013

5-Feb-2015

DTOcean (Optimal Design Tools for Ocean Energy Arrays)

Image: Illawarra Mercury 2013

– treats the topic of analysing and describing
customer loads with respect to durability,
– supplies a variety of methods for load analysis
and also explains their proper use,
– will inspire the incorporation of new techniques
in the design and test processes.
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DTOcean Tool
Electrical system
Array layout architecture

User inputs
and
constraints

Mooring and
foundation
systems

Lifecycle
g
logistics

Decision tool

Design solutions assessed in terms of:
• LCOE
• Environmental impact
• Reliability (e.g. Mean Time To Failure)

System control
and operation

Results
R

Database

System Control and Operation

System Level Approach

Image: Parish, D (2014)

Failure estimation module used for maintenance scheduling

Reliability Block Diagram for an array of four generic wave energy converters each
with three mooring lines

Reliability Assessment

Statistical Approach to Determining Mean Time to Failure
Bottom up statistical method 
ஶ

‘Bathtub’ curve

ஶ

ஶ

ஶ

ଵ

 ܨܶܶܯൌ  ܴሺݐሻ ݀ ݐൌ  ௧ ݂ ߬ ݀߬ ݀ ݐ ݁ ିఒ௧ ൌ
ఒ
(exponential distribution, MTTF = Mean Residual Life)
ߣ ൌ ߣ ߨொ ߨா ߨ

Application stress factor
Environmental factor

Predicted failure rate
Base failure rate

Typical assessment methods:
•
•
•

Top down similarity
Bottom-up statistical methods
Physics of failure bottom-up methods

Image: Gordelier, T (2014)

Statistical Approach to Determining Mean Time to Failure
Bottom up statistical method 

 ܨܶܶܯൌ

ஶ
 ܴሺݐሻ ݀ݐ

ൌ

ஶ


ஶ
௧ ݂

Stochastic Approach to Determine Failure Events
Poisson Process

߬ ݀߬

ஶ
݀ ݐ ݁ ିఒ௧

ൌ

ଵ
ఒ

(exponential distribution, MTTF = Mean Residual Life)
ߣ ൌ ߣ ߨொ ߨா ߨ

Application stress factor
Environmental factor

Predicted failure rate
Base failure rate

Quality factor

Qualityy factor
Stress factor could be
altered based on
control strategy (i.e.
‘throttle down’
performance to
component prolong
life)

ܲሾܰ  ݐ ߬ െ ܰ  ݐൌ ݔሿ ൌ

ሺఒఛሻೣ  షഊഓ
௫Ǩ

for x = 0, 1, 2...

Failure Rate Adaptation

Effect of Applying Factors on Reliability Distribution

ߣ ൌ ߣ ߨொ ߨா ߨ
Application stress factor
Environmental factor

Predicted failure rate
Base failure rate

Quality factor

Environment
Ground, benign

Factor
1.0

Naval, sheltered
Naval, unsheltered

7.0
18.0

Description
Non-mobile, temperature and humidity controlled
environment, readily maintainable
Sheltered or below deck conditions
Unprotected, surface equipment exposed to
weather conditions and salt water immersion

Environmental influence factors for electric motors adapted from Mil-Hdbk-217F

Thies, P 2012

Method Uncertainties

Failure Examples

1) Failure rate models are point estimates based on available (and sometimes
limited) data. Failures may be under-reported

Oceanlinx MK3PC (May 2010)

2) Failure rates are dependent on application and different conditions (e.g.
environmental, operating conditions etc) may under or overestimate
predictions
3) All components are subject to uncertainties regarding material properties,
manufacturing and assembly processes
4) Reliability data may be out of date (i.e. developments in manufacturing or
design to improve reliability)
Wave Dragon (January 2004)
SeaGen (July 2008)

Sources of Reliability Data

DTOcean Failure Assessment Sub-module

• Field data
• Component reliability testing
• Published reports and existing databases

Using:
• Failure rates and factors from the Tool database or user
• System hierarchy
Image: Weller, S (2014)

Offshore

General

SPARTA, OREDA , DNV/HSE RR567, Noble Denton
RR444, GIDEP, FRACAS, WMEP - Offshore...

MIL-HDBK-217F, EPRD, NPRD-95, FIDES,
IEC/TR 62380, Reliability Data for Control
and Safety Systems, GIDEP., WMEP..

• Rumour

South West
Mooring Test
Facility

Image: Gordelier, T (2014)

Calculates:
• MTTF
• System reliability (%) from t0 to mission time
• Risk Priority Numbers – for maintenance scheduling
• Carries out a quality assessment – based on sample population, standard
deviation etc.

Multiple calculations:
• Three severity levels -critical, degraded and incipient (from OREDA, 2009)
• Three scenarios based on uncertainty levels - pessimistic, normal and
optimistic

User Interface: Input
Reliability Block Diagram

User Interface: Output
Hierarchical reliability metrics for all
severity cases and scenarios

Mission reliability and event
occurrence

Component database

Risk Priority Number matrix

Conclusions
The DTOcean project is developing an open-source design tool for MRE arrays
Design solutions will be assessed in terms of economics, environmental impact and
reliability
A statistical or stochastic approach will be used, with failures are treated as
independent events
Reliability data for MRE devices is often sparse, incomplete or not available due to
IP issues

s.weller@exeter.ac.uk
www.dtocean.eu

Thank you for listening

Particular data may have to be adapted to suit the application
Several scenarios will be analysed to account for failure effect and failure rate
uncertainties

UNIVERSITIES
COLLEGES

INDUSTRY

Case studies on reliability analyses with VMEA
method
Daniel Honfi, SP Technical rResearch Institute of Sweden

 SP Group owners

100% RISE

 Subsidiaries

10

 Employees

1400

 Turnover

SEK 1500 million

 Customers

More than 10,000

Energy

Information and Communications
Technology, ICT

Life Science

Research

Testing

Calibration

Risk, Safety and Security

The Built Environment

Transportation

Certification

Courses and seminars

SME

Introduction

Introduction

 The presentation is based on the SP report:
T. Svensson, J. Sandström (2014) Load/Strength
analysis of wave energy components

 Fatigue design principles are utilized to estimate
service life and capacity of wave power
components with their special circumstances.

 Bouy-to-Grid project:
aims to support the emerging ocean energy industry
with common technical solutions for power, signal and
communication transmission.

 With the developed fatigue evaluation method,
the uncertainty of the results is quantified with
the Variation Mode and Effect Analysis (VMEA ).

 Total cost:
1.8 million SEK
(ERDF contribution: 730 000 SEK)

 This allows proper safety factors to be established
with regard to a required service life or strength.

 Ocean Energy Centre:
several companies in the industry are working
together with academia and the public sector to come
up with effective solutions.

 The factors that cause the most uncertainty can
also be identified giving opportunity to reduce the
uncertainty, which can lead to more efficient and
optimized designs.

Introduction

The CorPower case

 Case studies:
1. CorPower Ocean
 a rope that transfers large forces from a buoy is
analysed
 the mooring rope is subjected to large repeated tensile
forces
 tensile spectrum fatigue is the subject of the study
2. Ocean Harvesting Technologies (OHT)
 generic solution for wave energy conversion suitable for
different buoy concepts
 power take-off system: clever gearbox and gravity
accumulator
 a roller chain or a rack and pinion that transmits power
to a large weight in a gravity accumulator is analysed
 fatigue and wear

 Weak link: the rope that connects the buoy
with the hydraulic energy converter.
 The rope is subjected to a tensile force that
varies with wave height in combination with
the controlled counter-force from the
energy converter.
 Force measurements on the rope for
different controlled scaled wave scenarios.
 Using established scale factors, these
measurements may be used to get an
estimate of the service force time history.

Reliability evaluation

Nominal load

 The external load is estimated from the pool
experiments, scaled to the real environment,
and weighted by the expected frequency of sea
states.

 Two series of measurements in a pool with
artificially generated waves:
1.

A buoy is locked in different positions and
subjected to different controlled wave heights in
order to find the maximum force that is
expected to occur (scale factor 60).

2.

A buoy is controlled in a manner that is similar
to the intended service situation, called latching
(scale factor 30), for the CorPower equipment
in order to find the force distribution for
different wave heights.

 The strength is estimated from data found in
literature.
 The uncertainty of the predicted life for the
chosen target of 20 years of usage is estimated.
 By choosing the risk of failure to 5% we then
calculate the necessary rope or wire dimension
for a reliable design.

Rain flow count

Mean value influence

 The first step in the load analysis is to extract
damaging load cycles from the time signal.

 The rain flow count procedure also gives the mean
value for each counted cycle, but in order to use
this information for damage calculation a
reasonable theory for the mean value influence is
needed, which is absent in our case.

 The best practise with respect to fatigue is to use
the Rain Flow Count procedure, extracting
hypothetical evolving hysteresis cycles.

 In fatigue the mean value condition is often
characterized by the R-ratio, defined as the ratio
between the minimum stress and the maximum
stress for a cycle.

 The diagram is a cumulative count of cycle ranges
and shows, for instance for latch 15, a distribution
of about 85 large cycles around the range 80 N,
but also a, probably not negligible, number of
cycles with ranges below 40 N.

=

 The fatigue exponent ɴ is 5.45 for the polyester rope
and 4.8 for the steel wire.

=

 The target life is put to 20 years.

 Overall equivalent load (for ɴ) = 4.8: 3.50 MN (steel)

Latch 19

Latch 21

0.28

0.02

R-ratios

Nominal strength

 Based on the rain flow count of the four latch force
signals we calculate the fatigue design properties
according to formula (1) for the fatigue norm and
formula (2) for the equivalent load.

 Overall equivalent load (for ɴ = 5.45): 3.62 MN
(polyester)

Latch 17
0.12

 An overall R-ratio is defined based on the
minimum and maximum registered force for the
whole measured time signal, which in our case it
will reflect the position of the main latch cycle.

Equivalent fatigue load

 The duration for each counted force signal is 2000
seconds which after upscaling corresponds to 30.4
hours.

Latch 15
0.27

(1)
(2)

2 10

Latch 15 (MN)

Latch 17 (MN)

Latch 19 (MN)

0.78

1.04

0.60

1.28

Leq (ɴ=5.45)

2.59

3.45

2.01

4.26

Norm (ɴ=4.8)

0.68

0.91

0.53

1.12

Leq (ɴ=4.8)

2.66

3.55

2.07

4.38

,

,

(3)

Steel wire:

 Based on (Flory och Banfield 2010) the nominal
fatigue strength for polyester rope is 45% of UTS.

 Recommendations from (Det Norske Veritas
Offshore Standard 2010) the nominal equivalent
strength for the steel spiral rope is 237 Mpa.

 For a polyester rope:

Latch 21 (MN)

Norm (ɴ=5.45)

=

Polyester rope:

 UTS = 8.1 MN
 NFS = 3.65 MN > 3.62 MN.

 For a rope with 138 mm diameter
 NFS = 3.54 MN > 3.50 MN.

For a safe design it is not sufficient to use the nominal values found above, but
scatter and uncertainties must be taken into account to find proper safety factors.

Reliability analysis

Reliability analysis

Load:

Strength:

 Scaling and experimental equivalence. This uncertainty in load due to this influence is judged to be max 2%.

 Scatter. The estimate is based on observations. For the polyester rope the estimated scatter coefficient of variation in life is 60%. For
the steel wire the coefficient of variation in fatigue life was estimated to 54%. The t-correction factor is then 1.06 and the sensitivity as
for the polyester rope, 1/ɴ.

 Friction. The uncertainty for the frictional influence is judged to be max 5%.
 Extrapolation model. The deviance between model overall load and actual overall load is found to be 4%, which we use
directly as an maximal uncertainty component.
 Relevance of rain flow count. The force time signals have been analysed in accordance with established fatigue theory and
reduced to a simple count of force ranges. For the steel wire case, this theory is judged to be relevant, and the model error
be negligible. For the polyester rope, the “fatigue” mechanisms are probably dominated by wear and ageing and the
established fatigue theory is doubtful. The uncertainty is therefore judged to be 20% for the polyester rope case.
 Sampling error in experiments. Taking the pooled standard deviation (the square root of the mean of squares) as a
“sampling error” estimate gives 0.04. This estimate is based on four degrees of freedom (8-4), resulting in a t-correction
factor of 1.3.
 Sampling of service environment. The equivalent load is based on measurements of wave characteristics outside Portugal,
which is judged to be of sufficient accuracy.

VMEA – polyester rope

 Parameter uncertainty. Based on observations. An additional uncertainty is the relevance of the literature data, which is judged to be
max 20% in life. For the steel wire case, we found the estimated fatigue strength from the DNV standard. We judge the uncertainty in
this value to be max 20%.
 Model error, linearity. The fatigue strength is here modelled by the Basquin equation, which is linear in log scale. This is a
simplification but the resulting model error will to a certain extent be reflected in the estimated scatter around the fitted curve.
 Model error, Palmgren-Miner. For steel we judge the model error to be max 10% in life. For polyester due to a lack of knowledge we
estimate the error to max 50% in life.
 Model error, mean value influences. The mean value influence for polyester rope is considerable and the force measurements suggest
a large uncertainty for this type of model error, here judged to max 200% in life. For the steel wire, we do not expect the mean value
influence to be large, but judge that the uncertainty of max 10% in life is reasonable.
 Laboratory uncertainty. There is an uncertainty for the equivalence between laboratory conditions and service which we judge to be
5% in load.

VMEA – polyester rope
 Total uncertainty: 0,342 and can be interpreted as 34% uncertainty in the quotient
between strength and load.

Strength scatter
Statistical uncert. strength
Palmgren-Miner error
Mean value influence
Labaratory uncertainty
Wöhler Exponent
Scatter in load
Relevance of rain flow

 Assuming a normal distribution for the difference the lower 5% quantile in the
distribution is 1.64 times this uncertainty, giving 0.56, denoted as “Variation distance”
and this is the distance we need for 95% probability of survival between log strength
and log load. Taking the anti-log gives the corresponding “Variation safety factor” that
equals 1.75.
 We choose not to add any extra safety and find that the demanded strength is 6.35
MN. Since the nominal fatigue strength was found to equal 45% of the UTS strength,
this means that we demand the UTS to be 14.1 MN. This is a very high strength that
probably is unrealistic to achieve. Designing for 20 years may be unrealistic.

Strength scatter
Statistical uncert. strength
Palmgren-Miner error
Mean value influence

 Considering only 1 year the median equivalent load decreases from 3.62 MN to 2.09
MN and with the safety factor 1.75.

Labaratory uncertainty

 Demanded ultimate tensile strength for a polyester rope for 95% survival for one
year: 8.1 MN

Scatter in load

Wöhler Exponent

Relevance of rain flow

Model Uncertainty

Model Uncertainty

Friction

Friction

Scaling

Scaling

Fatigue exponent

Fatigue exponent

VMEA – steel wire

VMEA – steel wire
 Here the total uncertainty is lower due to better
knowledge about the failure mechanisms, and the
demanded safety factor is 1.41.
Strength scatter
Statistical uncert. strength
Adjustment uncertainty CA/VA
Reference data relevance
Mean value influence
Labaratory uncertainty
Pool measurements, scatter

 Recalculation of the equivalent load to one year as above
and using no extra safety results in a demand of a 110 mm
diameter steel wire.
 Demanded diameter for a steel wire for 95% survival for
1 year: 110 mm

Strength scatter
Statistical uncert. strength
Adjustment uncertainty CA/VA
Reference data relevance
Mean value influence
Labaratory uncertainty
Pool measurements, scatter

Scaling

Scaling

Distribution of Hf

Distribution of Hf

Model uncertainty

Model uncertainty

Friction

Friction

Wöhler Exponent

Wöhler Exponent

Discussion – CorPower case

The OHT case

 The required safety factors depends on the combination of a lot of uncertainties in the calculations.

 The OHT Power take-off system uses a simple
power balancing mechanism to convert the
highly intermittent and irregular mechanical
power captured from the wave motion into a
smooth speed and torque to the generator.

 In the two pie charts the distribution of uncertainty components are illustrated for the two cases, polyester rope and steel
wire.
 For the polyester case the uncertainty is dominated by the factors “mean value influence” and “relevance of rain flow
counting”, but also “strength scatter” and “fatigue exponent” have considerable influence.
 The two largest components and the fatigue exponent uncertainty are results of the lack of detailed knowledge about the
fatigue mechanisms in a polyester rope. This could possibly be reduced by further literature studies, or more complete
experimental investigations.
 The fatigue strength scatter can be judged to be quite normal and may be seen as a benchmark for the goal in reducing
model uncertainties.

 The technology is offered to other wave energy
converter (WEC) developers in two alternative
ways:
1.

Generic collector hub interfacing to prime
movers or buoys through a collection
network of high pressure fluid tubing or
hoses

2.

Custom integration into various WEC devices.

Gravity accumulator transmission

Fatigue analysis

 OHT’s concept features a gear box together
with a gravity energy accumulator that evens
the output power.

 The weight affects the transmission with a large constant
force
 With constant force, fatigue life scales linearly with
transmitted energy

 Two transmissions are envisioned
 Roller chain
 Gear with rack

 Along the action length of moving weight, transmitted
force per length is calculated

 With wave spectra and a OHT simulation tool,
the movement of the weight is simulated for
100 kW rated power.

 Standard component design guides are used to determine
a fatigue life in energy per component length
 Life is given by

 The rack and roller chain are identified as weak
points for fatigue failure and are analysed in
the study.

life kWh/m
= Life h
transmitted power kW/m

 With the OHT simulation tool and the wave spectrums the
position of the GA is computed during 3 hours.
 Three different wave spectrums are used: small, medium
and large waves.
 Combined average power transmitted is computed weight
factors 0.3, 0.4 and 0.3 respectively. These weight factors
are interpreted as the fraction of total time that each wave
spectrum is assumed to occur.
 The waves can be categorized as:
 Small wave

H1: Hs=1,25 m, Tz=5.0 s

 Medium wave

H2: Hs =2.00 m, Tz =6.3 s

 Large wave

H3: Hs =4,75 m, Tz =8.3 s

Roller chain
Transmitted power per length
[kW/m]

Load estimates
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

 Renold chain selector tool used

Large
Medium
Small

 Two 40B-3 (63.5 mm pitch, triplex) chains used
 Sprocket 56 teeth
 If the driving machine is changed from smooth running to
slight shocks, the service life is significantly reduced.
 Chain life determined to
 730 516 kWh/m (no dynamic loading)
 22 057 kWh/m (dynamic loading)

 Life calculated

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
GA position [m]



289 469 hours with no dynamic loading



8 740 hours with dynamic loading

VMEA – roller chain

Gear and rack

Input

 One gear 40 teeth module 10 on one rack, teeth width 80 mm

Result
scatter

uncert.

Uncertainty components
Strength
Material
Renold Roller chain tool
Alternative usage
OHT Gearbox model

Sensitivity
coefficient
c

t

x

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

x
x
x

 The pinion makes several revolutions when traversing the rack, causing
uniform damage on its teeth.

t-correction standard
factor
deviation
s
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Scatter

0.250
0.100
0.100
0.050

Uncertainty

Total

Material

 The method of using the transferring power along component length is
therefore unnecessary.

Renold Roller chain tool

teetth
 Supplier design guide used for life evaluation for flank pressure on rackk teeth

0.250
0.100
0.100
0.050

Alternative usage
Total Strength uncertainty
Load
Wave load spectrum
Force transfer to buoy

0.250
x

Fraction different wave loads
Dynamic loading

x

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

0.200
0.200

x

0.100
1.000

1.000
1.000

0.500
1.750

x

Total Load uncertainty
Total uncertainty

0.150

0.292

Force transfer to buoy

0.200

Fraction different wave loads

0.050
1.750
0.050
0.255

OHT Gearbox model
Wave load spectrum

0.200

1.761
1.768

Safety factor of 18.7 would be
required!

 For the OHT application, a method for estimating the service life of the transmission to the gravity
accumulator is proposed.

Result
scatter

uncert.

Total Strength uncertainty
Load
Wave load spectrum
Force transfer to buoy
Fraction different wave loads
Dynamic loading

x
x
x

Sensitivity
coefficient

t-correction
factor

standard
deviation

c

t

s

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.008

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Scatter

0.250
0.100
0.100
50.000

Uncertainty

 The method is based on that the load in the component transferring power to the GA is constant, which
allows for straightforward service-life estimation based on the total energy transferred.

Total

0.250

 Loading is expressed in energy and power.

0.100
0.100
0.400
0.250

0.424

0.492

Material
Supplier gear design guide

x
x
x

Total Load uncertainty
Total uncertainty

x

1.000
1.000
0.100
0.220

 63 358 hours

Discussion – OHT case

Input

x

 126 715 kWh/m

 Life calculated

Dynamic loading
1.762
1.786

VMEA – gear and rack

Uncertainty components
Strength
Material
Suplier gear desing guide
Alternative usage
Hardness rack material

 Rack life determined to

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.200
0.200
0.500
1.000

0.200
0.200

Alternative usage
Wave load spectrum

0.050
0.220
0.050
0.255

0.358
0.555

Force transfer to buoy
0.362
0.611

Fraction different wave loads

 It has been noticed that the dynamical loading factor is the largest contributor to the uncertainty in
service life.
 Thus it is recommended that when proceeding with the analysis, dynamic loading is studied in more
detail.
 This would give a reduction in the resulting uncertainty, possibly making the technical life longer or
transmission components smaller and cheaper

Dynamic loading

Conclusions
 It has been demonstrated how the VMEA tool can be used for designing safety factors for specified fatigue life of marine
energy converters.
 For the CorPower case, the load analysis is based on extensive load experiments performed by CorPower, but the strength
analysis lacks detailed information and relies on literature data.
 The mooring rope is subjected to large repeated tensile forces and tensile spectrum fatigue was the subject of the study.
The analyses show very large uncertainties resulting in large safety factors. The dominating sources of uncertainty are
related to the weak knowledge of the component strength, in particular for the polyester rope case.
 In the OHT case a counter weight chain (or a rack) is subjected to fatigue and wear and the strength with respect to these
failure mechanisms was analysed. The external loads used taken from the OHT simulation model. The strength
investigation is based on standard dimensioning tools for rack and roller chain, available from component manufacturers.
These tools are often presented as “black boxes” and the extent of hidden safety factors is not always known for the user.
 For both alternative design concepts (rack or roller chain), it has been found that the effect of dynamic force is the
dominating source of uncertainty.

Thank you for your attention!
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 Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE
devices
 First aid to the treatment of reliability issues:
 Experience
 Offshore Standards
 Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according
to DNV-OS-E301
 Final Considerations and Conclusions

Motivation
Increase of cost for
structural
components

Reliability

What is it?

According to the BS, it is the capability of an item to
perform a required function under stated conditions
for a stated period of time.

What does
it depend
on?

1)The function that the device has to perform
(for a MRE device, production of energy and
withstand harsh environment and cyclic loads)
2)Operational and environmental conditions
(extreme and operational condition)
3)Design life of components/item

Motivation

Reliability
Increase
ase of
LCOE

Increase of cost for
inspections

Increase of cost for
operations

Failure

Decrease of power
production during
downtime

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Reliability
Reliability

Severe Storms

Risks
Failure

Increase of cost for
electrical and other
subsystems

Why?

Uncertainties

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Stochastic nature of the resource

Reliability

Uncertainties

Cyclic Loads

Why?

M

DELlifetime

¦
j 1

m

1
neq ,lifetime

Ns

¦
l 1

Is it correct to treat freak
and rogue waves as rare
events of a normal
distribution? What about
group effects?

DELml
neq  Pj  nt
Ns

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Effects of nonlinearities on the resource

Wave heights not Rayleigh distributed
Effects of steepness, curtosis and higher
cumulants
Asymmetry between crest and trough
distributions.

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Sources of (un)reliability in the modeling of MRE devices

Effects of nonlinearities on the structural model
Mooring lines

Fmx t

D1 x s3  D 2 x s2  D 3 x s  E1 ys  C1

Fmy t

D 4 x s3  D 5 x s2  D 6 x s  E2 ys  C2

Viscous Effects / Forces and Damping
fsx

C sx  x s  D dgTs x s  D dgTs

First aid to the treatment of reliability issues at design stage

Effects of nonlinearities on the structural model
  Cx  Kx  Ʒ x, x , x

Mx

Own
Experience

4 t

1. Time domain solutions for fully coupled systems
2. Equivalent linearization techniques in the
frequency domains (iterative procedures)
a) Based on Energy
considerations
b) Based on statistical
minimization of
errors

The sector of design /maintenance /
rel
reliability of MRE devices is still young
and under development
Borrow
Experience
(from other
sectors)

Oil & Gass
Industry

Different Purposes /
TTechnical Issues
Different Risks /
Budget

First aid to the treatment of reliability issues at design stage

What
happened in
Floating
Offshore
Wind sector?

First aid to the treatment of reliability issues at design stage

Definition
of
Standards

Definition
of
Standards

Generally standardization follows
experience.

Generally standardization follows
experience.

Before:
Structural Column Stabilized Units:

DNV-RP-C103
Offhsore Wind Turbines:

DNV-OS-J101

What
happened in
Floating
Offshore
Wind sector?

After:
DNV-OS-J103

First aid to the treatment of reliability issues at design stage

Definition
of
Standards
Generally standardization follows
experience.
What
happened in
Floating
Offshore
Wind sector?

Example
Design based on Safety Levels for
environmental loads and clearly appears the
economic risk as discriminant!

Example
Design based on Safety Levels for
environmental loads and clearly appears the
economic risk as discriminant!
Before

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Limit State Method
The design criteria in DNV-OS-E301 are formulated in terms of
three limit states:
1. An ultimate limit state (ULS)
2. An accidental limit state (ALS)
3. A fatigue limit state (FLS)
Design Capacity — Design Load * >= 0

Design Capacity=
Characteristic capacity
partial safety factor on capacity
Design Load *=
Characteristic load * · Partial safety factor on load*.

After

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Different Approaches for ULS and ALS suggested
by DNV-OS-E301
Frequency Domain
—well suited for systems exposed to stationary
random loads.
— requires linear equations of motion;
— linearity implies some inaccuracy in effects like
drag loads, time varying geometry, variable surface
elevation and horizontal restoring forces. However,
in many cases these non-linearities can be
satisfactorily linearised.

Time Domain
— the effects of non-linear functions of the wave
and motion variables can be included.
— equations of motion are solved by direct
numerical integration (extremely time consuming)

Quasi-Static Approach
— appropriate for mean and low-frequency
platform displacements;
— less accurate approach
— higher design safety factors.

Dynamic Approach
— more appropriate for wave-frequency
displacements of the platform.
— needs to take into account also hydrodynamic
drag, inertial and other forces acting on the
mooring line components
— the dynamic analysis may be linearized.

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Lexicon
Two components of characteristic line tension are considered:
a. TC–mean the characteristic mean line tension, due to
pretension and mean environmental loads (static wind,
current and mean wave drift forces).
b. TC–dyn the characteristic dynamic line tension induced by
low-frequency and wave-frequency motions.
c. Xmean is the horizontal excursion caused by the mean
environmental loads relative to the still water location of the
unit.

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Consequences Classes and Partial Safety factors
Sc  Tc  meanJ mean  TC  dynJ dyn t 0

Consequences Classes and Partial Safety factors
Sc  Tc  meanJ mean  TC  dynJ dyn t 0

Two consequence classes are introduced in the ULS and ALS, defined as:
Class 1, where mooring system failure is unlikely to lead to unacceptable
consequences such as loss of life, collision with an adjacent platform, uncontrolled
outflow of oil or gas, capsize or sinking.
Class 2, where mooring system failure may well lead to unacceptable
consequences of these types.
The design equation for the ULS/ALS is given by

Even though DNS-OS-J103 makes reference to DNV-OS-E301, the Table for the
safety factors is specific to the sector:

Table 2: Partial Safety Factors for ALS

Table 1: Partial Safety Factors for ULS
Consequence
Class

1
2
1
2

Type of
analysis of
wave
frequency
tension
Dynamic
Dynamic
Quasi-Static
Quasi-Static

Partial Safety
Factor on
mean Tension
Jmean

Partial Safety
Factor on
dynamic
tension Jdyn

1.10
1.40

1.50
2.10
1.7
2.5

Consequence Type of
Class
analysis of
wave
frequency
tension
1
Dynamic
2
Dynamic
1
Quasi-Static
2
Quasi-Static

Partial Safety
Factor on
mean Tension
Jmean

Partial Safety
Factor on
dynamic
tension Jdyn

1.00
1.00

1.10
1,25
1.10
1.35

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

First Procedure: Frequency Domain – Quasi-Static Approach
1) Computation of the Characteristic Mean Value of Tension TC–mean, as
the Quasi-Static Tension at the Mean Displacement position Xmean

2) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Low Frequency Excursion

First Procedure: Frequency Domain – Quasi-Static Approach

Xmean represents the equilibrium
position of the fairleads under static
loads.
TC–mean = TQS[Xmean] : Quasi static
tension calculated with the upper
terminal point in position Xmean.

1) Computation of the Characteristic Mean Value of Tension TC–mean, as
the Quasi-Static Tension at the Mean Displacement position Xmean

2) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Low Frequency Excursion
where

5) Estimation of the Characteristic Value of the Tension TC as the Quasi
Static Tension at the Characteristic Offset XC and subsequent evaluation
of the fluctuant component of the characteristic Tension TC–dyn

4) Estimation of the Characteristic Offset
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5) Estimation of the Characteristic Value of the Tension TC as the Quasi
Static Tension at the Characteristic Offset XC and subsequent evaluation
of the fluctuant component of the characteristic Tension TC–dyn

R , LF
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V X  LF 2 ln N LF

X LF  max

3) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Wave Frequency
Excursion

4) Estimation of the Characteristic Offset

2V X  LF

X LF  sig

This mean tension includes the
pretension of the line.
3) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Wave Frequency
Excursion

A
Gaussian process model is
further applied in the development
of the characteristic tension from the
statistics.
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Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

First Procedure: Frequency Domain – Quasi-Static Approach

First Procedure: Frequency Domain – Quasi-Static Approach

1) Computation of the Characteristic Mean Value of Tension TC–mean, as
the Quasi-Static Tension at the Mean Displacement position Xmean

2) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Low Frequency Excursion

1) Computation of the Characteristic Mean Value of Tension TC–mean, as
the Quasi-Static Tension at the Mean Displacement position Xmean

Similarly:

2) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Low Frequency Excursion

2V X WF

X WF  sig

V X WF 2 ln N WF

X WF  max
3) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Wave Frequency
Excursion

3) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Wave Frequency
Excursion

where

V X WF
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4) Estimation of the Characteristic Offset
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4) Estimation of the Characteristic Offset

The characteristic offset XC is taken
as the larger of:
XC1 = Xmean + XLF–max + XWF–sig

'T
TWF

N WF

5) Estimation of the Characteristic Value of the Tension TC as the Quasi
Static Tension at the Characteristic Offset XC and subsequent evaluation
of the fluctuant component of the characteristic Tension TC–dyn

f
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XC2 = Xmean + XLF–sig + XWF–max
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5) Estimation of the Characteristic Value of the Tension TC as the Quasi
Static Tension at the Characteristic Offset XC and subsequent evaluation
of the fluctuant component of the characteristic Tension TC–dyn

@

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
First Procedure: Frequency Domain – Quasi-Static Approach

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Second Procedure: Frequency Domain – Dynamic Approach
1) Computation of the Characteristic Value of Displacement XC and the maximum value
of displacement XWF-max

1) Computation of the Characteristic Mean Value of Tension TC–mean, as
the Quasi-Static Tension at the Mean Displacement position Xmean

The value of XC is calculated exactly
as it was done in the quasi static
approach as the maximum of
XC1 = Xmean + XLF–max + XWF–sig
XC2 = Xmean + XLF–sig + XWF–max

2) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Low Frequency Excursion

2) Computation of the Characteristic mean tension TC-mean

3) Computation of the Significant and Maximum Wave Frequency
Excursion

3) Computation of the maximum wave frequency Tension TWF-max

while the value of XWF-max can be
computed as

V X WF 2 ln N WF

X WF  max
where

f

³S

V X WF

Z dZ

R ,WF

0

5) Estimation of the Characteristic Value of the Tension TC as the Quasi
Static Tension at the Characteristic Offset XC and subsequent evaluation
of the fluctuant component of the characteristic Tension TC–dyn

S F ,WF Z

Q1 Z S Z

When the quasi-static mooring line
analysis is applied, then the
characteristic
dynamic
tension
TC–dyn is defined by

'T
TWF
f

TC–dyn = TQS [XC] – TC–mean

Second Procedure: Frequency Domain – Dynamic Approach
1) Computation of the Characteristic Value of Displacement XC and the maximum value
of displacement XWF-max

S F ,WF Z
2

N WF

TQS [XC] = Quasi static tension
calculated with the upper terminal
point in position XC.

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301

2) Computation of the Characteristic mean tension TC-mean

HZ

4) Computation of the characteristic dynamic Tension TC-dyn

4) Estimation of the Characteristic Offset
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Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Second Procedure: Frequency Domain – Dynamic Approach
1) Computation of the Characteristic Value of Displacement XC and the maximum value
of displacement XWF-max

TC–mean = TQS[Xmean] : Quasi static
tension calculated with the upper
terminal point in position Xmean.

2) Computation of the Characteristic mean tension TC-mean

This mean tension includes the
pretension of the line.
3) Computation of the maximum wave frequency Tension TWF-max

TWF-max must be calculated as
TWF  max

V T WF >X C  X WF  max @ 2 ln NWF

3) Computation of the maximum wave frequency Tension TWF-max

³

V T WF

f

0

4) Computation of the characteristic dynamic Tension TC-dyn

ST Z dZ
'T
TWF

N WF
f

³S

4) Computation of the characteristic dynamic Tension TC-dyn
TWF

2S

R ,WF

Z dZ

0

f
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0

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Second Procedure: Frequency Domain – Dynamic Approach

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain Approach
For time domain analyses the following apply:
TC-mean = mean tension of the time series
TC-dyn = TMPM - TC-mean
TMPM = most probable max of the time series.

1) Computation of the Characteristic Value of Displacement XC and the maximum value
of displacement XWF-max

2) Computation of the Characteristic mean tension TC-mean

3) Computation of the maximum wave frequency Tension TWF-max

4) Computation of the characteristic dynamic Tension TC-dyn

Z dZ

0

f

The characteristic dynamic tension
TC-dyn is finally computed as
TC  dyn

TQS >X C  X WF  max @  TC  mean  TWF  max

The assessment of TMPM includes the following steps
1. Select the global maxima of the time histories,
considered as the mean-up-crossings;
2. Assume the global maxima as indipendent
stochastic variables distributed as Weibull.
3. Given the global maxima, an extreme value
distribution (Gumbel?) can be assessed for
VERY LONG time series.
4. Assume as for the design value, the Most
Probable Maximum (MPM, %37) [ISO 19991-7] or
the expected value (%57) [API 2RP-SK]
5. Operationally, the expected value can be
determined as the average of the maxima of
3-hour-long of (10-20) samples.

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain vs Frequency Domain Analyses for ULS and ALS

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain Approach

Properties of Quasi Static and Dynamic Frequency and Time Domains analyses for Mooring Lines
Frequency Domain –
Quasi Static Approach

Frequency Domain –
Dynamic Approach

Catenary moorings without
buoyancy elements or
clump weights will have a
quasi static behaviour in
shallow water

For water depth
exceeding 100 m a
dynamic analysis must be
performed. Simplified line
dynamic models should
be used with care in
shallow water.

Time Domain

Ease in use, especially
during the first stages of
design

Geometry and Mechanical Properties
D=16 m
d=60 m
CPTO= 380 kNs/m
Three mooring lines – Max Tension Configuration
Smbs= 3517kN (R3)
Mean Jonswap Spectrum – Tp=12 s / Hs= 5.31 m

Needs higher safety factors
due to uncertanties
Noteworthy Computational
Cost
Needs to compute response
spectra
Needs to approximate the
solution through
linearization techniques

 Run 10 Fully coupled
3hr-long Simulations
 Only
mean
drift
forces taken into
account as for second
order effects.

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain Approach

Geometry and Mechanical Properties
D=16 m
d=60 m
CPTO= 380 kNs/m
Three mooring lines – Max Tension Configuration
Smbs= 3517kN (R3)
Mean Jonswap Spectrum – Tp=12 s / Hs= 5.31 m

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain Approach

Study Case: Mooring design flowchart according to DNV-OS-E301
Time Domain Approach

Geometry and Mechanical Properties
D=16 m
d=60 m
CPTO= 380 kNs/m
Three mooring lines – Max Tension Configuration
Smbs= 3517kN (R3)
Mean Jonswap Spectrum – Tp=12 s / Hs= 5.31 m

Tc-mean [kN]

TMPM [kN]

Tdyn [kN]

182.75

1049.16

866.41

CC

Tc [kN]

SF

1

1500.64

2.23

2

2075.32

1.53

Some Conclusions…

Geometry and Mechanical Properties
D=16 m
d=60 m
CPTO= 380 kNs/m
Three mooring lines – Max Tension Configuration
Smbs= 3517kN (R3)
Mean Jonswap Spectrum – Tp=12 s / Hs= 5.31 m

 Can DNV-OS-E301 be applied straightfrowardly to the MRE
industry? Do we need new standards? Or do we need just
recommendations ?

Quasi static Approximation *

 It could be useful to identify different approaches at different
stages of design: time domain simulations could be cumbersome
at a conceptual stage of design, quasi-static solutions might be
too incautious even with high safety coefficients for important
design.
 MRE sector: maybe safety factors could be distinguished inSafety
Levels for environmental loads where clearly appears the
economic risk as discriminant (as done for floating offshore wind
turbines).

Xc-mean [m]

Xc [m]

5.79

19.54

Tc-mean [kN]

Tmax [kN]

182.75

381.6

CC

Tc [kN]

SF

1

648.72

5.15

2

954.00

3.50

Validation of Loads and Structural
Calculations for Wave and Tidal Energy

THANK YOU

Converters

Pauline Laporte Weywada

05-02-2015
2014-11-24

Contact: Vincenzo Nava
vincenzo.nava@tecnalia.com
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 Full-scale validation study of Tidal Bladed

 Full
lll-scale validation study of Tidal Bladed

o Background

o Background

o Initial validation study

o Initial validation study
 Power, Pitch angle, Rotor speed, Blade near
arr-roott flapwise
e bending moment

Power, Pitch angle, Rotor speed, Blade near-root flapwise bending moment

o Second data collection period

o Second data collection period

 Damage Equivalent Loads

Damage Equivalent Loads

o Conclusion 1
 Design and strength assessment of wave energy converters

o Conclusion 1
 Design and strength assessment of wave energy converters

o Background

o Background

o Methodology

o Methodology

Design Load Cases

Design Load Cases

Structural analysis

2

Structural analysis

o Case study

o Case study

o Conclusion 2

o Conclusion 2

DNV GL © 2014

Tidal Bladed Validation - ReDAPT (Reliable Data Acquisition
Platform for Tidal) project

3

 Alstom/TGL 500kW
device.

Project will enable data collection, insights and lessons
to be learned specifically regarding device performance
and the environmental impact of a device. Key
outcomes will be industry tools/methods/
standards/protocols

 Variable speed, pitch
control device with
gearbox.
 Buoyant blades and
nacelle

 3 year project bringing together key consortium of
ALSTOM, universities, utilities and an engineering
consultancy

DNV GL © 2014

DNV GL © 2014

Initial validation study

Project is commissioned and co-funded by the Energy
Technologies Institute (ETI)
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SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER

DNV GL © 2014

19m
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DNV GL © 2014

Data collection

Edgewise and flapwise blade loads on a turbine

60m
 Blade response to operational
loads generated:
– Hydrodynamic forces
 Flow speed and direction in water
column
 Strain measurement of flapwise
bending
6

 Turbulence intensity and mean shear

– Blade buoyancy
– Tower shadow

 Controller data

DNV GL © 2014
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Power vs. flow speed

DNV GL © 2014

Flapwise bending vs flow speed
1.6

1.2

1.4
1.2

Normalised Blade near-root
flapwise moment

Normalised Electrical Power

1
TB simulation (mean)

0.8

TB simulation (max)
0.6

TB simulation (min)
Measured Data (mean)

0.4

Measured Data (max)

Measured Data (min)

0.2

TB simulation (mean)

1

TB simulation (max)

0.8

TB simulation (min)
Measured Data (mean)

0.6

Measured data (max)

0.4

Measured data (min)

0.2
0

0
0.6

0.8

1
1.2
Normalised Hub flow speed

0.6

1.4

 Good prediction of the mean power

0.7

0.8

0.9
1
1.1
Normalised Hub Flow Speed

1.2

 Mean loadings accurately predicted

 Range of power prediction higher in Tidal Bladed

8
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Mean loads and parameters summary
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DNV GL © 2014

Second data collection period

 Excellent match in mean values for
– Power
– Rotor Speed
– Pitch Angle
– Blade Root Flapwise Load

 Difference between max and min values greater in simulations
– Why?
– Turbulent length scales, turbulence intensity, tower shadow model and shear
profile are key areas of uncertainty hindering accurate DEL prediction
– EWTEC 2013 Collier, W. C. & Way S. P.

 Improved monitoring of the marine environment to characterise flow shear and
turbulent parameters
 Identify the Doppler noise floor and reduce turbulence intensity

 Calibration of the tower shadow model
 Updated model of 1MW machine

10
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Comparison to 1MW tidal turbine

Design drivers are the Damage Equivalent Loads

 Range of maximum
maximum, minimum readings correspond well with measurem
measurements
12
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Decomposition of the load record

 Consider stochastic and periodic loads separately
13

Decomposition of the load record

 Calculation of the damage equivalent loads is well predicted for the flapwise
bending moment

 The range of loading observed in the periodic component is well matche
matched
14
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Conclusion

Agenda

 Conclusions from ReDAPT

 Full-scale validation study of Tidal Bladed

o Type of instrument used for turbulence monitoring important

o Background

o TidalBladed validated on full scale turbine for flapwise bending moment DEL

o Initial validation study
Power, Pitch angle, Rotor speed, Blade near-root flapwise bending moment
o Second data collection period
Damage Equivalent Loads

 Validated software increases confidence in the development and design of tidal
stream energy converters

o Conclusion 1
 Design and strength assessment of wave energy converters

o Continue to work closely with OEMs to achieve this aim

o Background
o Methodology

 Further work

 Design Load Cases

o Dynamic inflow models are still an area of uncertainty

 Structural analysis
o Case study

o Conclusion 2
16
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Design and stress assessment

Design Load Cases (DLCs)

 Main Objective:

 10 design situations identified:

o Inform the preliminary design of WECs

– Power production

o Methodology for the load calculations and strength analysis

– Power production plus occurrent of a fault
– Start-up

 Review of applicable standards

– Normal shutdown

o Limited number of specific documents

– Emergency shutdown

o Similarities with maritime, O&G, offshore wind

– Parked/survival (standstill or idling)
– Parked/survival plus fault conditions
– Transport, installation, maintenance and repair
– Survival events
– Damaged suitability

18
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Case Study

Case Study

Loading and structural assessment of a
generic oscillating wave surge
converter

1) Load Case Description: DLC 1.1
105 sea states with Te=5-15s, Hs=1-5m, θ=0,30,60°
Linear PTO of damping 100MNms/rad

 Methodology:

2) Calculation of wave-induced loads time-series

1) Identification of the environmental
conditions and PTO control
settings

a) Dynamic Analysis Results

WaveDyn solves the dynamic of the system

2) Calculation of wave-induced loads
time-series

b) Distributed Pressure
்ǡ ൌ   ߩ݃ݖ

3) Fatigue analysis (FEA)
 ൌ 
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Case Hs=5m, Te=9s, θ=0°

Case Study

Case Study
3) Fatigue Analysis (FEA)

Excitation

Radiation

Total

Front

Rear

Incident Wave (Mean dir.=0deg)

DNV GL © 2014
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Case Study

Case Study

3) Fatigue Analysis (FEA) – unit pressure panel
fatigue analysis method

3) Fatigue Analysis (FEA)

¾ the response from each panel signal is
the pressure time history for each
pressure panel location * the associated
component stress response for that panel
¾ the total component stress time history
for the element is the summation of each
response from each panel signal
¾ Maximum Absolute Principal Stress
(MAPS) at each time step from the
component stress time history
¾ rainflow cycle counting
¾ resulting damage is weighted by sea state

24
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Conclusion

Thank you for listening

 Final remarks
o Contribution towards the creation of a WEC design guideline
o Importance of using fully coupled design tools
o Process applicable to further DLCs, other WEC concepts
 Future work

o Current method based on linear theory
o R&D work is on the way to establish bounds for the sublinear theory and
identify suitable alternatives for extremes

 Validation in progress against full scale measurements

Tidal Bladed Validation study
Steven.Parkinson@dnvgl.com

WEC design and strength assessment
Pauline.weywada@dnvgl.com

www.dnvgl.com

o Initial results are good in terms of stresses and DELs
o Even up to some extreme conditions

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER
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Two complementary players joining forces

DNV GL © 2014

Combined strength to support Energy customers

DNV GL
Group
Founded 1864

DNV GL © 2014

•

Global companies with
strong heritage as ship
and offshore classification
societies

•

Complementary market
segments in maritime, oil
and gas and energy
markets

•

Shared ambition for
quality and innovation

•

Common values

•

Complementary skills

3,000 energy experts help customers
throughout the electrical power industry
realise efficient, reliable and clean
energy for today and the future

Founded 1867

Renewables Advisory

DNV GL © 2014

Geographical reach of renewables renewables

Services, Software, Experience

More than 1000 renewables staff, in 50 locations, across 27 countries

Device
developers/
manufacturers

Heerenveen
Sint Maarten

Glasgow

Vancouver
Seattle

Kaiser-WilhelmKoog
Oslo
Hinnerup

London
Slough

Copenhagen

Bristol

Oldenburg
Hamburg
Warsaw

Cork

Lisbon

Ottawa
San Ramon

Barcelona

Tokyo

Izmir

Shanghai

Cairo

Mumbai

Bangalore

Peterborough

Tidal
data
Tidal Site
Site data
Analysis Toolbox
Analysis
Toolbox
Metocean
data
Metocean data
analysis and prediction
analysis and
tools
prediction tools

O2M
O2M
O2M
Optimisation of
of
Optimisation
Optimisation
of
Offshore
Offshore
Offshore
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Singapore

Austin

Newcastle

Querétaro

Wellington
Cape Town

Porto Alegre

O2C
O2C
O2C
Optimisation of
of
Optimisation
Optimisation
of
Offshore
Offshore
Offshore
Construction
Construction
Construction

Bangkok

Madrid

Montreal

TidalFarmer
Tidal array design
software

Seoul

Zaragoza

San Diego

Tidal Bladed
Bladed
Tidal
Tidal
Bladed
Turbine
simulation
Turbine
simulation
Turbine
software
software

simulation
software

Beijing

Imola

Paris

Portland

Project developers Investors/lenders Owners/operators Government/NGOs

Melbourne

Market
Analysis
Market Analysis
Database
Database
Analysis of
of tidal
Analysis
tidaldevice
device
developers, global resource
developers, global
and projects
resource and projects

Santiago
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Rotor aerodynamic theory used in Bladed

ReDAPT - DNV GL’s Involvement

Main aerodynamic models:

SCADA

Tidal Bladed

•

Turbine controller

•

Tidal SCADA
(Supervisory Control
And Data
Acquisition) system
collecting high
frequency data

•

Validate Tidal Bladed

•

Developing critical
understanding about
the structure of tidal
flow turbulence

– Momentum theory (actuator disc)
– Blade element theory

Combined BEM
theory

Additional models:
– Tip loss
– Dynamic inflow & stall models
– Added mass using Morison's equation

Standards & other working groups
32
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No antifouling at all?
Marine Fouling: a natural process

Extracted from:
“Advances in Marine
Antifouling Coatings and
Technologies”
Edited by C Hellio D M Yebra

Biocides

Global Banned 2008 IMO
80% AF systems for shipping.
TBT systems

“In 2012 the quantity of antifouling products sold
to consumers was 48 tonnes”.
(+100 tonnes to industrial fir a total of ca. 150T)

“>140 tons Biocides sold per year in
Sweden… different Copper biocides”

Copper Based Systems

Surface need to erode and expose fresh biocide
layers

Source: "Sold quantities of pesticides 2012", KemI.

Source: "Sold quantities of pesticides 2012", KemI.

“The quantity antifouling products sold to consumers has
increased considerably the last two years. The cause of this
big rise in sales is unclear.”
Source: Swedish Chemicals Agency website
http://www.kemi.se/en/Content/Statistics/Statistics-in-brief/Statistics-in-brief---Products-and-sectors/Antifouling-preparations/

Intoxication occours
where barnacle
swim/explore the
surface.
solid/liquid interphase
Water

Water

Paint

Paint

Sustained
Release of
biocide needed
for all life-time

Very difficult to achieve long life time.
Designed for emitting biocide from
interface.
High initial loading of biocide needed to
have long lifetime (~5yrs max SPC
Copper technique)

Wikström and Pavia,
Chemical settlement inhibition versus
post-settlement mortality as an
explanation for differential fouling of
two congeneric seaweeds. Oecologia,
2004. 138(2): p. 223-230.
Fucus vesiculosus

Sustained erosion
n
o
needed in order to
keep the wanted
release rate of
biocide.

Intoxication under the
surface, 4-7 days after
settling

Fucus evanescens

Same biocide in both (Phlorotannins )
Different efficacy in barnacle protection. Fucus
evanescens wait for the barnacles post settlement
stages to act.

Bärenfänger, A.,
Biological factor in the
underwater coatings of the
sea.
Angewandte Chemie, 1939.
52: p. 72-75.

Water

Water

Paint

Paint

No release of
biocide needed!
Easy to achieve long life time.
Design for retain the biocide inside.
Low loading of biocide needed.
Save money and environment.

No controlled erosion
needed. Good for
static conditions!

POST SETTELMENT INHIBITION STRATEGY

Cyprid Larva

Newly metamorph.

Juvenile
(4-7 days old)

Juvenile
7 days
1 week>after
settling

Electronic microscopy
Juvenile (4-7 days old)
(0.7-0.8mm diameter)

B can be
penetrated

A cannot be
penetrated

Ive 0,1%

Controll

Ive 0,1%

Controll Ive 0,1%

Controll

Barnacles
Can penetrates
Trap works!

Barnacles
Cannot
Penetrate
No Trap!

2 weeks
8 weeks
12
weeks
Pinori E, Elwing H, Berglin M. 2013. “The impact of coating hardness on the anti-barnacle
efficacy of an embedded antifouling biocide”. Biofouling. 29(7):763-773

Biocide Release Rate Measurements by ICP-MS and LC-MS/MS
Extraction done by ISO-15181-1

Field Test of LEAF antifouling coating
LEAF 2014 Sweden 1
summer
Control
LEAF

Status:
Very Low Avermectin emission ~0,01μg/cm2/day at steady state
= 10ng/cm2/day
No Zn2+ burst Very Low Zn2+ release rate at steady state ~0,1μg/cm2/day
= 100ng/cm2/day

Industrial upscale is possible! (Demonstration WP)

Status:
2014: A LEAF paint -prototype (90 Litres) produced
(cost 25% less than classical AF) and distributed to 7
different boats in different 5 countries
2015: 500L Prorotype. Will be distributed to volounteers
selected from online registered
Register on WWW.LEAF-ANTIFOULING.EU

Non-Cruising Surfaces

Renewable Energy
Marine Cable

Protection Systems

LEAF 2014 Italy 1 summer
Control
LEAF

Global Banned 2008 IMO

80% AF systems for shipping.

TBT systems

Intoxication under the
surface, 4-7 days after
settling

Copper Based Systems

Surface need to erode and expose fresh biocide
layers

Water

Water

Paint

Paint

No release of
biocide needed!
Easy to achieve long life time.
Design for retain the biocide inside.
Low loading of biocide needed.
Save money and environment.

Ive 0,1%

Controll

Ive 0,1%

Controll Ive 0,1%

No controlled erosion
needed. Good for
static conditions!

Controll

Thank You!

Barnacles
Can penetrates
Trap works!

For more info and updates please visit the
project’s official website:
www.leaf-antifouling.eu
and the facebook page:
www.facebook.com/LEAFantifouling

Barnacles
Cannot
Penetrate
No Trap!

2 weeks

8 weeks

12
weeks

Pinori E, Elwing H, Berglin M. 2013. “The impact of coating hardness on the anti-barnacle efficacy of
an embedded antifouling biocide”. Biofouling. 29(7):763-773

MHK Risk Management
Framework

David Snowberg
Jochem Weber
February 6, 2015

Introduction
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funded project
Risk management framework specific to ocean energy
systems (wave and tidal power)
Purpose is to reduce MHK project failures & increase
successes
Framework composed of document and risk register
template
Framework helps users manage all project risks
Utilize existing published guidelines (48 external
references)
Current draft framework available now (email request to
david.snowberg@nrel.gov)
Final framework published summer 2015

NREL is a national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, operated by the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC.

Presentation Outline
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MHK Technology Development Flowchart

MHK Technology Development Flowchart
Development Progress Metrics TRL & TPL
MHK Risk Management Activities
MHK Risk Register
Collecting & Using Lessons Learned
Framework Appendices:

Technology development flowchart
is foundation of risk framework
Risks managed through
development processes & specific
activities
TRL- & TPL-based technology
development cycle
Cycle applies to components &
overall system
Review gates:
Design & risk
Pre-test & risk

Appendix A—FOA Application Risk Management Checklist
o Appendix B—Failure Trend Analysis
o Appendix C—Outlined Bibliography
o Appendix D—Publically Available MHK Lessons Learned
o

Improve process through lessons
learned
See January 21, 2015 Draft
Framework for details & citations
to external references

Q&A
Fig. 1 – MHK Technology Development Risk Management
Framework, page 6
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Development Progress Metrics TRL & TPL
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Development Progress Metric TRL

Table 1 – MHK Technology Development Risk Management Framework, page 8
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Development Progress Metric TPL

Development Progress Metrics TRL & TPL

Table 2 – MHK Technology Development Risk Management Framework, page 11
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MHK Risk Management Activities
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

From Table 3 (page 12) from Framework document
Section references to Framework document
Risk management activity requirements based on target TRL
for current development cycle
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

How project is managed throughout development cycle
Manage project dynamics that may influence development risk
Consider Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) project management
body of knowledge (PMBOK) areas within project plan [5]

How risks are managed throughout development cycle
MHK framework document provides foundation
Improve risk management plan after each development cycle

11
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

List of uncertain events with positive or negative impact on
technology development
Risk register will be described in more detail later in
presentation

Requirements to be met by technology (e.g., environmental
conditions, design standards, controllability, etc.)
Comply with IEC 62600—Part 2 (when released) [6]
Consider other design basis guidelines referenced in
framework document (EMEC, DNV, ESBI) [7][8][2]
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

Subset of design basis—requirements
All load conditions that guide design development
Comply with IEC 62600—Part 2 (when released) [6]
Consider other design basis guidelines referenced in
Framework document (EMEC, DNV, ESBI) [7][8][2]

Describes design at current TRL & TPL levels
Description detail is adequate to build and integrate system
and/or component(s)
May include: model code, descriptive text, schematics, build
prints, assembly design in form of solid or CAD models
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

Targets are conditions technology is expected to survive
Strategy is a plan to achieve targets
For current and/or future TRL & TPL development cycle(s)
Comply with IEC 62600—Part 2 (when released) [6]
Consider EMEC reliability, maintainability and survivability guideline [9]

Analyze design at current TRL & TPL levels
Based on requirements and loads from design basis
document
Analysis fidelity commensurate with failure risk
17
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

Reliability targets may be mean time between failures or mean time to
repair
Maintainability targets may be maintenance free operating period
Comply with IEC 62600—Part 2 (when released) [6]
Consider EMEC reliability, maintainability and survivability guideline [9]

Identify possible system problems from component failures [10][11]
Analyze failure modes, effects, and potential causes
Prioritized failure risk
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk management plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Project plan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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MHK Risk Management Activities
Section

Activity required at TRL level

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

Plan for verifying when and how technology meets design
requirements & targets
Test plan a subset of qualification plan [13][14][15]
Consider Section 9, from DNV-RP-A203, “Technology
Qualification” recommended practice [12]

Lessons learned captured when they occur and at debriefing
Formalize institutional learning
Avoid repeating mistakes
Used to improve risk management plan
More detail will be provided later in presentation
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MHK Risk Register
Activity required at TRL level

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8
4.9

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MHK Risk Register (Overview)

Risk Management Activity

1

22

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

Comprehensive list of
po
positive
and negative
un
uncertainties
An
Analysis
enables
pri
prioritization
Pla
Planned
responses
Mo
Monitor
and control
ris throughout
risks
t
technology
development cycle(s)

More details on a risk register
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MHK Risk Register (Identify Risks)

MHK Risk Register (Analyze Risks—Severity)
Consequence to persons, project, environment and regulatory compliance

RBS Level 0
All sources of project risk

RBS Level 1
1. Technical Risk

2. Management Risk

3. Commercial Risk

4. External Risk

RBS Level 2
1.1 Scope definition
1.2 Requirements definition
1.3 Estimates, assumptions,
constraints
1.4 Technical processes
1.5 Technology
1.6 Technical interfaces
1.7 System reliability
1.8 Performance
1.9 Safety
1.10 Security
Etc.
2.1 Project management
2.2 Program/Portfolio
management
2.3 Operations management
2.4 Organization
2.5 Human resourcing
2.6 Funding
2.7 Communication
2.8 Information
2.9 Quality
2.10 Reputation
Etc.
3.1 Contractual terms and
conditions
3.2 Internal procurement
3.3 Suppliers and vendors
3.4 Subcontracts
3.5 Client/customer stability
3.6 Partnerships and joint
ventures
3.7 LCOE
Etc.
4.1 Legislation
4.2 Exchange rates
4.3 Site/facilities
4.4 Environmental/weather
4.5 Competition
4.6 Regulatory
4.7 Political
4.8 Force majeure
4.9 External stakeholder
Etc.

Identify uncertainties
Risk breakdown
structure (RBS)
Technology life phases
Risk owner
Per TRL & TPL
International
standards
Previous experience

Severity
(SEV)

Severity
Level

Risk Type (TYP)
Safety
(S)

Cost
(C)

Time (T)

Scope
(P)

Quality
(Q)

Environment
(E)

Regulation
(R)

0

None

No injury

$0K

No delay

No quality impact

No pollution

Full compliance

1

Insignificant

Nuisance

$1K

Less than
one week
delay

No scope
impact
Insignificant
scope impact

Insignificant
quality impact

Insignificant
pollution

2

Marginal

Minor
injuries

$10K

1 week to 1
month delay

Moderate
scope impact

Moderate quality
impact

Minor pollution

3

Critical

Significant
injuries
and/or
health
effects

$100K

1 month to 6
months delay

Major scope
impact
(rescoping
required to
some of the
project)

Critical quality
impact (possibly
irreversible)

Limited levels of
pollution,
manageable

Insignificant
regulatory
infraction with
no
consequences
Moderate
regulatory
infraction with
inconvenient
but reversible
consequences
Major regulatory
infraction
causing system
shutdown until
compliance is
reassured

4

Catastrophic

Life
threatening
injuries
and/or
health
effects

$1M

6 months to 1
year delay

Serious
scope impact
(rescope
most of
project)

Catastrophic
quality impact
(likely irreversible)

Moderate
pollution, with
some clean-up
costs

Serious
regulatory
infraction likely
causing
irreversible
system
shutdown and
substantial fines

5

Lethal

Fatality

$10M

1 year or
more delay

Complete
scope impact
(rescope
entire
project)

Devastating and
irreversible quality
impact

Major pollution
event, with
significant cleanup costs

Very serious
regulatory
infraction
causing project
shutdown,
major fines
and/or
bankruptcy,
lengthy legal
proceedings

Table 6 (page 20) from Framework document [8]

Table 4 (page 16) from Framework document [17][18]
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MHK Risk Register (Analyze Risks—Frequency)

26

MHK Risk Register (Analyze Risks—Priority)
Risk Priority Number ((RPN))

Estimated Probability (p) of Occurrence
During One Year (% per year)

0
1
2
3
4
5

p < 0.01%
0.01% < p < 0.1%
0.1% < p < 1%
1% < p < 10%
10% < p < 50%
p > 50%

Frequency

Frequency
(FRQ)

Table 7 (page 21) from Framework document

5

10

15

20

25

4

8

12

16

20

3

6

9

12

15

2

4

6

8

10

1

2

3

4

5

Severity
Figure 3 (page 21) from Framework document [8]
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MHK Risk Register (Planned Responses)
Negative Risk (Threats) Responses

Positive Risk (Opportunity) Responses

Strategy
Type

Strategy Description

Strategy
Type

Strategy Description

Avoid

Ensuring the risk cannot occur or will have no
impact on the project (e.g., removing high-risk
equipment from the system)

Exploit

Ensuring the opportunity will occur and the
project will benefit from it

Transfer

Transferring the risk to a third party (e.g.,
insurance company)

Share

Sharing the opportunity with another party

Mitigate

Reducing the probability and/or consequence of
a risk

Enhance

Increasing the probability and/or consequence of
an opportunity

Accept

Accepting the risk without pursuing any of the
other strategies—contingency plans may be
developed if the risk occurs

Accept

Accepting the opportunity without pursuing any
of the other strategies

28

MHK Risk Register (Monitor & Control)
Detect differences
b
between
current &
r register
risk
i
information
Execute
risk responses
E
based
on triggers
b
Identify
new risks
I
Cycle
occurs
C
continuously
throughout
development

Table 8 (page 22) from Framework document [17]
Plan risk response timing & triggers
Residual risk quantifies expected outcome
Consider secondary risks resulting from risk response
Contingency plan describes action to take if risk event occurs
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MHK Risk Register (Excel Template)

Collecting & Using Lessons Learned
Activity required at TRL level

[Open & Review Excel Risk Register Template]

Risk Management Activity

Section

x

Risk management plan

4.1

x

Project plan

4.2

x

x

Risk register

4.3

x

x

x

Design basis – requirements

4.4

x

x

x

x

Design basis – loads

4.5

x

x

x

x

Design description

4.6

x

x

x

x

x

Design analysis

4.7

x

x

x

x

x

Define survivability targets & strategies

4.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Define reliability & maintainability targets & strategies

4.9

x

x

x

x

x

x

Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA)

4.10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Technology qualification plan

4.11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lessons learned

4.12

More details on collecting and using lessons learned
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Collecting & Using Lessons Learned

Collecting & Using Lessons Learned

Important to document lessons
learned
Section 6 in Framework document
Promote organizational learning
Build upon successes
Reduce severity or probability of
future problems
Captured when they occur &
debrief meeting
Debrief meeting allows team to
stop and examine previous
development cycle:
o

o
o
o
o

32

What worked well—or didn’t work
well—during this development
cycle?
What worked well—or didn’t work
well—for the project team?
What needs to be done differently?
What project circumstances were
not anticipated?
How can we improve our
technology development process?

Date

Project
Cycle

Issue
category

Issue name

Issue
description
(possible
cause)

Impact

Recommendation for
improvement (action
items)

Action
item
initials

Follow-up
actions
completed

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Scope

Bolt torque

It was uncertain if
bolts on generator
were torqued
according to the
specification

Potential damage
to generator if
operated without
proper torque;
required
potentially
unnecessary
retorque operation

Develop a checklist for
technician to initial when
torque operation completed

MD

Checklist
developed for
next test phase

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Quality

Missing test
records

During testing,
notes were not
regularly taken by
test personnel

Unable to
reconstruct the
actual test events

Develop a dedicated
logbook for each test
campaign; develop process
for capturing test events in
logbook

RB

Logbooks
available for
each test;
procedure
developed for
logbook usage

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Human
resource

Staff
availability

Staff availability
was unknown in
advance of
absence

Testing was
delayed due to
key staff being
unavailable

Develop a staff calendar
indicating upcoming staff
vacations and other out of
office events

DS

TBD

Table 9 (page 25) from Framework document
Example table to collect & analyze problems/issues
Fabricated data to demonstrate use
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Date

Project
Cycle

Success
category

Success
name

Success
description

Impact

Factors supporting
success
(action items)

Action
item
initials

Follow-up
actions
completed

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Integration

Good test setup

All test setup
components
functioned as
expected

No mid-test
rework

Good test set-up planning;
develop test plan template
from existing test phase

TJ

TBD

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Safety

No injuries

No injuries
occurred during
test project

Healthy team;
satisfied
management
expectations

Team’s commitment to
safety; safe operating
procedures; check if any
gaps may exist between
existing safe operating
procedures and scope of
next test phase

JJ

Existing SOP
adequately
covers scope of
next project
phase

140712

TRL 5, TPL 7

Quality

Test setup
maintenance

Thorough daily
test maintenance
during test phase
addressed issues
before major
problems
developed

Potential major
problems avoided

Diligent technicians &
relevant checklists; add
maintenance checklist
requirement for next pre-test
review

BE

Maintenance
checklist added
to requirements
for next pre-test
review

MHK Risk Management Framework
Appendixes:
Appendix A—FOA Application Risk Management
Checklist
o Appendix B—Failure Trend Analysis
o Appendix C—Outlined Bibliography
o Appendix D—Publically Available MHK Lessons
Learned
o

Open framework document and briefly
review Appendices A, B, C, D

Table 10 (page 25) from Framework document
Example table to collect & analyze successes
Fabricated data to demonstrate use
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The Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) Catapult is the UK's flagship technology
innovation and research centre for offshore wind, wave and tidal energy.

Tidal Turbine Power Take-off Reliability
Simulation Programme (TiPTORS)
Ocean Energy Systems Workshop III: Designing for Reliability of
Wave and Current Marine Energy Converters
Claudio Bittencourt

 We combine world-class research, development, demonstration and testing
facilities with leadership, industrial reach and engineering expertise to accelerate
the design, deployment and commercialisation of renewable energy technology
innovation.
 We are not-for-distributed-profit and will collaborate widely to de-risk and
commercialise technological solutions and standards that can be embraced by the
market.

Lisbon – 06 Feb 2015

Vision
 Abundant, affordable energy from offshore wind, wave and tide
Mission
 To accelerate the development, testing, commercialisation and deployment of
offshore renewable energy technologies, enabling a vibrant sector driven by
research and innovation, collaboration and enhanced knowledge, that generates
affordable, low carbon power and considerable UK economic benefit.
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Ricardo is a global
engineering, strategic and
environmental
consultancy. We were
founded by Sir Harry
Ricardo in 1915 and still
share his vision for
maximising efficiency and
eliminating waste.
Ricardo now employs over
2000 engineers, scientists and
consultants around the world
and it is the passion and
expertise of these people
which drives us forward and
maintains our position of
technical leadership.
Our specialist areas are:
Transport and Security
Energy
Scarce Resources and
Waste
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TipTORS Objectives
The primary overall, long-term objectives of the 3 phased Tidal Power Take-Off
Reliability Simulation “TiPTORS” Programme are:
 Develop and validate a Design for Reliability (DfR) methodology, targeted
specifically at tidal stream power take-off devices, using best practice approaches
from other industries to help reduce risk at the design and testing stages;
 Develop a simulation tool, using relevant parts of the Design for
Reliability methodology, that can be used to evaluate the reliability of tidal
stream power take-offs, and ensure design-life is met, as well as promote
improved designs and innovation to reduce CoE –note, the initial aim is to aid
technology developers deliver successful first tidal arrays;
 Provide a template and definitions for future Reliability Database.
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TipTORS Objectives
These objectives will be achieved through an approach which considers:
 Ensure that the methodology and process would be:
– utilised by technology developers and project developers,
– an enhancement to certification thereby allowing reduced insurance and finance
premiums for technologies using the DfR methodology and simulation model;
 Allow leading tidal developers to be taken through the programme as test cases,
thereby giving them direct benefit from the programme as well as confirming to
industry the advantages of such an initiative.
 Work with tidal power developers to collect data on failure types, frequency,
loading cases, to improve industry-wide learning and sector enhancement.
 Allow the methodology and process to be validated and then owned by the ORE
Catapult to ensure independence and use by industry for future technology
development processes.
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Scope

Overview
Typical geared PTO architecture
Bearings

Coupling

Coupling

Drivetrain Housing

Tailcone Housing

Gearbox

BRG

Generator

BRG

Pitch

Low Speed Shaft

Powertrain
Sensors
Control System

Pitch Control System

Electrical
Protection/
Conversion

BRG
BRG

Yaw

Brake

Yaw

Within Scope
Outside Scope
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Structure
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Phases

Steering Committee

Technical Advisory Group

Tidal Developers

Universities

Insurance, Funding
Agencies

Energy Utilities

Authorities, Regulators

Green Investment Bank
Investors
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Overall Programme: Phase 1 –Initial Design for Reliability (DfR)
and Simulation Methodology

Overall Programme: Phase 2 –Pilot Projects; DfRMethodology Test
& Simulation Development
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Overall Programme: Phase 3 –Finalise Guidelines and Develop
Simulation Tool

Design for Reliability processes generically aligned to Product
Development Programme ‘Phases’
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RASIC (sample)
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Conclusions
 The programme has ambitious objectives and will rely on collaboration without
jeopardize IP contents.
 The programme is reaching out for other activities in the field of reliability to
avoid repeating work already done.
 The final deliverables are expected to fit into the design process.
 The methodology focus on reliability at an acceptable cost as one boundary of the
process.
 It is expected that, throughout the programme phases, intermediary deliverables
will be able to make some contribution to the existing tidal projects to be
deployed in the near future in the UK, France and Canada.
 If successful, there is no reason why this methodology cannot be extended to
other sectors such wave and wind.
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